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The Crystal Palace Chronicles - Star of
Nimrod

Join teenager Joe on a rollercoaster fantasy adventure traveling back in time
to the heyday of Victorian Crystal Palace. Joe is thirteen, lonely, and bored.
His best friend moved away and he’s stuck looking after his annoying little
sister and Dad spends every hour in their struggling restaurant, Paradise.
His world is turned upside down when Joe discovers a shattered compass
among the brambles where the Crystal Palace once stood and time travels
through the maze back to 1888.
With help from the creator of Sherlock Holmes, daredevil Blondin, and
Margaret Finch, the Queen of the Gypsies, Joe must foil dangerous diamond
thieves to uncover dark secrets about the ‘People’s Palace,’ which stands on
boundaries between worlds, secrets tied to the fate of his family.
Trapped in the past, Joe finds friends including the teenage H. G. Wells, Samuel
Coleridge Taylor and Iris Blondin. But if he manages to return to his family
he’ll lose his friends. Can he have both?
Explore a world waiting behind the one you thought you knew, haunted by
spirits that roamed the untamed Great North Wood, where the secrets of the
past can make the ordinary extraordinary.
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30 NOVEMBER 1936 - The End

F

lames erupt from the Crystal Palace like a thousand Bonfire Nights
rolled into one, drawing London in to see the giant pleasure dome’s
final breath-taking spectacle.
Crowds block roads winding up to the city’s highest point where the Crystal
Palace has looked out for eight decades. A glittering glass people’s palace
displaying dinosaurs, recreating Ancient Egypt, Rome, Assyria, exhibiting
wonders of science and engineering, hosting concerts, festivals, fireworks,
and the first FA Cup finals. The Crystal Palace witnessed the world’s earliest
flying machines; now their aeroplane offspring circle overhead like vultures,
carrying newspaper photographers capturing the final hours of the Eighth
Wonder of the World.
Fireballs fall for miles around. London hasn’t seen such a blaze since The
Great Fire in 1666 and won’t see fire on this scale for another four years until
the outbreak of World War Two and the Blitz. Local kids get woken from
their beds by their parents and gawk.
Except one.
This child stands in silence, on the surface appearing no older than the
other kids but without parents to pass a hastily prepared sandwich. This
child is alone, hands in pockets, gripping a hidden box of used matches.
The inferno’s heat reignites the pain of scars carved across the Alone Child’s
face, scars which begin to burn like rivers of fire.
A nearby bunch of kids squeal with excitement. A freckle-faced girl cries,
“Will they save it?” pointing at a fireman fighting the flames, his hose no
more likely to quench the blaze than a water pistol squirting a crematorium
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furnace.
“They won’t save it,” snorts a swaggering lad. “My dad says the owners
started the fire cos it costs too much to keep the place going.”
The Alone Child squeezes the box of matches and shoots the lad a look of
contempt with eyes that cry, YOU KNOW NOTHING.
The swaggering lad would ordinarily punch any face daring to look at him
like this. But his swagger fails him, and he shivers under the Alone Child’s
gaze despite the heat from the flames.
“Come on,” the lad mutters quickly to the other kids, “we can get a better
view over there.” He pushes through the crowd, avoiding those eyes.
The Alone Child is used to this.
The Alone Child’s eyes hold secrets, the kind you don’t wish to know if
you want to sleep at night, secrets melting with iron and glass. A tiny smile
flickers; it’s not pleasure, such a thing hasn’t lit the Alone Child’s lips for five
decades. It’s satisfaction at a task finally complete and anticipation of rest
that might follow.
Let me sleep, spirits of the ancient woods. Let me sleep.
Spectators are silenced by a great groan as the palace’s enormous iron ribs
buckle like a wounded giant in its death throes. Waterfalls of molten glass
from a thousand panes gush down terrace steps like lava.
“Make way!” shouts a policeman holding back the heaving throng so a
gentleman can pass.
An onlooker whispers, “That’s Winston Churchill.”
Like everyone else, Churchill’s gaze is fixed upwards, his plans for the
evening set aside to watch history in the making, or rather ending, as a
masterpiece of Victorian ingenuity disappears forever. The Alone Child
watches a tear fall down the future prime minister’s face.
“This is the end of an age,” declares Churchill.
I hope so, thinks the Alone Child.
I hope so.
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CHAPTER 1 - Present Day

G

et down!” whispers Joe as his little sister pokes her head through
the bush.
“Don’t be such a big wuss, they’re not following. Just as well.”
Lauren juts her chin and wields her skateboard.
Joe blows his floppy fringe out of his blue and green eyes and risks a peek
from their hiding place; a poodle being walked by a man with matching hair,
a gang of mums pushing buggies, a fox staring at him with disdain, the usual
afternoon array of park life.
“Wait,” he orders.
Lauren ignores him as usual, bouncing out of the bush with half of it stuck in
her scraggle of untamed hair. Joe grabs Skull Rider, his own prized Supreme
Skull Pile skateboard and steps onto the sun-baked path. Coast clear, his
heart still pounds against the wall of his chest.
Lauren says, “Let’s go back to the skate park.”
“Go back?! Thanks to you, I won’t be going back for the whole summer
holiday unless I want my board shoved up my butt.”
Lauren licks her braces. “They spat and laughed at me.”
“You laughed at them first when they fell! That’s why they spat at you.”
“It was funny. Sorry.”
“No, you’re not.”
“No, I’m not.”
“You will be when I take you back to Dad and tell him what you called them.”
Her face crumples. Who wants to be stuck in the restaurant on the hottest

“
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day of the hottest summer ever?
“Least I stick up for myself, you’re just a big….” Her sassy response falters.
Lauren’s eyes widen.
Joe spins. Two big lads thunder towards them on skateboards, their scowls
suggesting they don’t want advice on the finer points of a dragon flip.
“Go!” Joe hurls his skateboard along the path, leaping on board.
Lauren does likewise, both pumping hard to gain speed. Joe considers
overtaking Lauren; his sister is a gold medal winning nightmare, but he can’t
abandon her.
Instead he cries, “Faster!”
They bomb along the path spanning the lower side of Crystal Palace Park,
racing past the leaning tree, navigating little kids heading to the playground,
past the tired concrete of the former National Sports Centre in the middle of
the park.
Their pursuers show no sign of letting up. Joe and Lauren curve through
winding tree-lined paths around the boating lake. Wheels clatter across the
wooden bridge. Here in the far corner of the park lies Dinosaur Island, home
to giant grey models built only thirty years after the very first dinosaur fossils
were discovered. Joe’s days of begging to see these hulking beasts had long
gone, although now he wishes he could Dolphin-flip over to the island and
into the hollow Iguanodon where its creator Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins
hosted a New Year dinner upon their completion in 1854.
Lauren loses speed. Crystal Palace Park is a giant back garden for Joe,
but their pursuers have them in their sights. There’s no chance of ducking
into any of its nooks, crannies and corners. Nor will they make it up to the
Triangle to find refuge in Paradise. The bullies might not beat up a ten-yearold girl, at least until she opens her big trap and then frankly, Joe wouldn’t
blame them. The likely outcome is Joe beaten up on her behalf and never
being able to return to the skate park. He curses his sister, his summer, his
life.
“They’re catching up,” Lauren pants.
Think quick.
“This way.” Joe’s skateboard switches up the left-hand fork towards Capel
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Manor Farm. He hopes they’ll lose the lads among crowds of kids ‘wowing’
at the massiveness of a real pig or ‘ewing’ at the tarantula in the insect house
or ‘awing’ at the meercats.
Capel Manor Farm is built on two levels of enclosures and classrooms
where volunteers and college students learn animal care. Joe leads Lauren to
the pony enclosure. They crouch behind a fern filled planter. He spies the
lads circling in the centre of the courtyard deciding which way to go. Finally,
they head for the insect house, one taking the entrance, the other moving to
the exit in a pincer movement to trap their pray.
“Yes!” Joe fists the air. His first bit of good luck in forever. It’ll give them
time to double back to the gate, out of the farm and up to the Triangle.
Lauren, meanwhile, is nuzzling the nose of a shaggy Shetland. Joe drags
her up. She yanks herself free.
“Lauren, stop being an idiot and come on.”
“You’re being an idiot, idiot.”
Just as they reach the middle of the courtyard, one of the lads steps out of
the insect house.
His eyes lock on Joe.
They’re equal distance from the gate, but an exiting family blocks Joe’s
escape.
The second lad joins his mate, grinning.
It’s a Mexican stand-off across the courtyard. Each side waits for the other
to make the first move.
Joe’s eyes dart to the top level of the farm.
Sweeping an animal pen is a girl in a green sweatshirt worn by farm
volunteers.
A possibility pings into his head.
Joe grabs Lauren’s hand and slowly walks away from the gate towards the
ramp leading to the upper level of the farm.
The lads mirror each other, wielding their skateboards as weapons.
“Joe, why we going up there? We’ll be trapped.”
“Trust me. Running on the count of three. One, T—”
“Three!” Lauren bolts up the ramp, her despairing brother hot on her heels,
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the lads in pursuit.
At the top of the ramp, Joe and Lauren speed past chickens and bunnies.
They reach a single-storey barn with a sign reading ‘Obama the Llama.’ He’s
nowhere to be seen but a girl a little older than Joe sweeps the enclosure and
belts out Ariana Grande’s “God is a Woman.”
“Aaliyah!” the siblings cry in unison.
The girl stops sweeping, her surprise morphing into curious concern.
“You’ve gotta help us!”
The lads find the enclosure empty but the gate open. Obama the Llama’s sign
says, ‘Strictly no entry, Capel Manor personnel only.’ But where else could
their quarry have gone? From the hut comes the unmistakeable giggle of a
big mouthed little girl who needs to be taught a lesson ….
The lads slowly enter the hut, eyes adjusting to the darkness, to find
themselves face-to-face with a six-foot Llama.
With a supercilious snort Obama the Llama shows his displeasure at their
intrusion by spitting a shower of thick phlegm. As an encore, he pulls back
his ears and lets out a blood-curdling ‘MWAA!” The lads fall over each other
trying to escape.
Joe, Lauren, Aaliyah and Obama the Llama emerge to watch them run down
the ramp, cross the courtyard and flee the farm, soaked in spit.
Aaliyah Duke pats Obama the Llama and gives him a biscuit. He grunts his
gratitude.
“That was three stomachs worth of spit.”
“That was AWESOME!” cries Lauren. “Cuz, you’re the best!”
“Well, little cuz, who am I to fly in the face of popular opinion?”
The Dukes are family to Joe and Lauren in all but blood, with Aaliyah’s
parents ‘Uncle’ Tyrell and ‘Aunty’ Salma running Paradise with Dad. Lauren
idolises their ‘cuz.’ This only increases Joe’s desire to kick away the pedestal
everyone puts Aaliyah on.
“Joe, what stupidness did you get into now?” Aaliyah’s only eleven months
older but acts like this gives her the right to boss Joe about.
“It wasn’t my fault!” Joe hears the whine in his voice and hates himself. “It
6
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was her.”
“‘It was her,’” mimics Lauren.
“You’re so immature.” Joe shoves his sister.
“Says the boy shoving an eleven-year-old,” counters Aaliyah, stepping
between the siblings.
“Fine, you look after her.”
“Um, no, news flash, some of us are doing something constructive with our
summer holiday.”
“Oh, right, sweeping up Llama crap is really truly constructive.”
Obama the Llama joins Aaliyah in a scornful snort.
“Constructive is learning how to care for animals so I can become a vet
helping endangered species around the world. Unconstructive is you, acting
out at everyone like a moody teenage cliché just because your best friend
moves away.”
Aaliyah’s superiority complex is infuriating enough, but dismissing Zahid
moving away forever with a ‘just because’ ignites Joe’s rage.
“You don’t know nothing!”
“I know I don’t have time for this stupidness.”
“Please can I stay with you?” pipes up Lauren. “I don’t mind Llama poo.”
“Sorry, little cuz, when you turn fourteen, you can volunteer here, unquestionably.”
Lauren’s downcast face brightens, but not even a comedy sneeze from
Obama the Llama can calm Joe. Grabbing his skateboard, he storms out of
the farm and into the park, not bothering to check if his sister is following.
But with his luck, she will be.
Joe’s too busy conjuring up put-downs he wishes he’d used on Aaliyah. He
doesn’t notice eyes watching him from a dark brambly dell the sun will never
reach.
The eyes of the Alone Child.
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L

auren’s skateboard wheels trundle behind Joe as he steams up the
path to the top of Crystal Palace Park. She’d best keep a safe distance.
Soon they’d reach the Triangle and she’ll be Dad’s problem, not Joe’s.
They skate by the train station with its majestic brick arches and staircases,
which once brought millions of visitors to the old palace.
The palace once dominated the top of the grounds, replaced over time with
trees and brambles. The one new structure is the transmitter antenna thrusting into the sky like South London’s Eiffel Tower broadcasting television
across the capital. The only evidence the palace ever existed are the long,
wide Upper and Italian terraces. They run the width of the park, each level
lined with crumbling stone arches and a scattering of urns, broken statues,
and stone sphinxes like fading phantoms from the past.
In happier times, on family picnics, Joe concocted elaborate games here
with Lauren, Aaliyah and her twin brothers imagining they’d discovered an
ancient lost city. Fading phantoms from Joe’s past.
Joe spies a dozen people crossing the Italian terrace towards imposing steps.
Once upon a time, these steps rose to the palace’s central Grand Transept;
now they lead nowhere. The group assemble around a lady lolloping along
carrying a walking stick and an open umbrella decorated with Elvis Presley’s.
“Nan!” cries Lauren.
Joe’s face also lights up, an effect Ivy Cook has on anyone she meets, unless
it’s an officious council officer or a dodgy developer planning anything that
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might damage her neighbourhood’s heritage.
The siblings cross the terrace to the Grand Transept steps which serve as
Ivy’s stage. The tour group gather around this ball of energy, her sparkling
eyes magnified by inch-thick glasses. Joe can recite Nan’s talks off by heart.
Although his fascination with their area’s history is history, he still enjoys
watching her do what she loves best, performing to a captive audience.
“Right you lot. Look around!” She waves her cane towards the bottom of
the park where rolling suburbs rise into a horizon of Surrey and Kent hills.
“Cast your minds back one hundred and seventy years. Here on the Norwood
Ridge, high above the smog of the old city of London, you’d be standing in the
ancient Great North Wood. Where dangerous Faeries dance cursing those
who crossed ‘em. Where rogues and robbers hid.
“Where the celebrated Queen of the Gypsies told fortunes to folk like the
wife of Samuel Pepys, so his diary tells us.
“Around us stood mighty magical Ancient Oaks untouched for an age.
Wilderness dotted with farms and the tiny villages of Penge and Sydenham.
Until …”
Her voice lowers. The group lean in. Joe gives her a small wave while
Lauren shuffles herself to the front signifying proudly, ‘That’s my Nan.’ Ivy
gives both grandchildren a big wink.
“Until … the 1851 Great Exhibition in Hyde Park. Organised by Prince
Albert, Queen Victoria’s other half. A big blockbuster exhibition of culture
and industry from around the world. It ran for six months. But afterwards,
nobody could agree what to do with the enormous glass and iron Crystal
Palace built to house the exhibition. MPs rowed in Parliament shouting ‘pull
it down,’ until the genius who designed it, a fella named Joseph Paxton, who
used to be a gardener, which explains why it looked like a colossal greenhouse
. . . Paxton comes up with the plan to move it. Here. To Sydenham Place,
piece by piece and rebuild it. The ancient woods got cleared away and in
their place rose a towering palace even bigger than the original. The Grand
Transept in the middle where these steps led used to be tall enough to fit
Nelson’s Column inside, and the palace had enough space to fit twenty-six
football pitches. So, what, I hear you cry, did they fill that with?”
9
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Although she pauses, Nan never waits for an answer.
“I’ll tell you! It wasn’t none of the artefacts displayed in the Great Exhibition,
all that stuff looted from around the world ended up in the new museums
funded by profits from the Exhibition.
“No, this new Crystal Palace was a ‘People’s Palace.’ Filled with courts, each
one recreating great civilisations of the past. The palace and the grounds
became the world’s first theme park, offering education, entertainment, even
a rollercoaster. Imagine Disneyland but instead of Pirates of the Caribbean
and Mickey’s castle, they built from scratch the inside of a Roman villa from
Pompeii, built a replica of an ancient Egyptian tomb complete with statues
of Rameses made out of plaster cast, and the Nineveh Court bringing back
to life palaces of the kings of Assyria lost to the desert. Remember, this was
before TV so you and me would have no idea what the past looked like.
“1854, Queen Victoria declares the new palace open! Over two million
visitors every year flock to promenade around the pleasure gardens which
boast fountains with jets higher than Versailles and a great maze where you
can still get lost today.
“Overnight this area changed. Navvies who constructed the palace settled
in Norwood New Town which had a wall built around it to keep these ne’erdo-wells away from ‘polite society.’ Grand villas are built by industrialists
yearning for power; pioneers of science came searching for hidden truths;
bored socialites came seeking fresh air, amusement and mischief. The new
Crystal Palace changes life here forever.
“And now as a special tour bonus, take a good look at my gorgeous grandkids
here, and you’ll see before you descendants of one of them that built the
palace!”
Eyes stare at Joe as if he belongs in the Crystal Palace Museum. He flushes
red, whereas Lauren laps up the attention as if she built the old palace herself.
Nan cackles at Joe’s embarrassment.
“Come on, be proud of your past, tell ‘em about it!”
Lauren shoots her hand in the air.
“I’ll tell! Our granddad never talked to Nan about his past …”
Joe rolls his eyes. Probably couldn’t get a word in..
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“When my brother—him—did family trees at school, Nan helped research,
but there was no trace of granddad’s family. It was a mystery! But she did
find a photo showing a big ceremony laying the palace’s first pillar and in that
photo was a man we think is my great-great-grandad!”
Joe silently seethes. He’d been the one examining that fading black-andwhite photo of men in Sunday suits carrying spades. He’d spotted a young
face among them, a face looking a dead ringer for dad (and these days like
Joe too despite denying they look alike).
“That’s my girl!” Nan twirls her walking stick at a beaming Lauren. “You
lot wanna see that photo from 1852? I’ve got it on my phone. Obviously not
taken on my phone! Hand it round, careful, don’t drop it, then go up these
steps, we’ll move to the spot the fire started in 1936 bringing the palace to its
burning end.”
Ivy points her stick up the steps, opening up her arm to give Lauren a big
hug.
“Hello Little Bum Face and Big Bum Face, what brings you pair to one of
my tours? Especially you, Joe. I know you lurve local history.”
Joe groans at her sarcastic wink; at the start of the holidays Nan suggested
he help out at the Crystal Palace Museum. He mistakenly described history
as ‘boring,’ a mistake because Nan never ever forgets, making her an ideal
local historian, but also meaning Joe faces a lifetime of sly digs.
“Come on, don’t be a silly sausage.” She gives Joe’s cheek a tweak, squeezing
out a small smile.
“Can I stay with you, Nan?” Lauren shoots her brother a look. “I LOVE
hearing all about old history stuff.”
Joe bites his lip, not wanting to lose the opportunity to lose Lauren.
“A pleasure to have you.”
“Can I play on your phone too?”
“You’ll never beat my Candy Crush score.”
“Watch me!”
“Atta girl, gotta love your fighting spirit!”
Lauren skips off to retrieve the phone from the tour guests. Nan’s smile
slips into unusual seriousness.
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“How’d your dad get on at the hospital? He’s not returning my calls.”
“Hospital?”
“His appointment yesterday.”
“Oh, yeah, umm, okay I think.”
“You mean you never asked.”
“Nooo …” Joe grinds the gravel under his trainer. “I mean … no.”
Nan sucks in her cheeks and shakes her head.
“Like father, like son, like granddad, closed up like clams the lot of you.
It’s not just dicky tickers running in the family.” She rolls her frowning eyes
skyward as if seeing the old palace’s shadow. “Right. My audience awaits.
You joining us?”
Joe hesitates. “Nah, got stuff to do.”
“On your own?”
“So what?”
“So how about calling up some of your old mates?”
Joe stares at the ground so his floppy fringe hides his glower.
Nan takes a deep breath. “Listen, I know you’re still gutted you’re not
visiting Australia—”
“No, I’m not. It was never gonna happen. Mum doesn’t wanna see us.”
“Your mum’s a selfish cow and if she was here I’d wring her bloomin’ neck
like I should’a done years ago. But listen to an old girl. Don’t push everyone
away. Life’s too short to live it alone, kid.”
Joe taps his fingers on Skull Rider waiting for the lecture to end.
Nan sighs and waves her stick at Lauren. “Come on, Little Bum Face.”
She opens her Elvis umbrella over Lauren to shade them both from the sun.
Lauren wraps her arm around her waist. Joe watches them climb the steps,
relieved to be free of lectures and rid of his sister.
Yet feeling no happier to be alone.
“Hey, Sphinxy!” Joe greets the stone sphinx where he comes to practice
parkour, seeing free jumping as skateboarding without wheels.
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The sphinxes sit silently guarding steps once leading to the North Transept
of the old palace. Now the steps end at a long high wire fence, on the other
side the transmitter tower and further along a tangle of briars. Joe feels
kinship with the sphinxes and their four siblings at the south steps, they’d
been restored to their original terracotta red after a campaign involving (as
ever) his Nan.
“Here’s a riddle for you, Sphinxy.”
Joe clambers onto its lion’s back. The sphinx’s eyes gaze out across the park
in stony silence.
“What can you hold in your right hand, but not in your left? Come on,
you’re the mythical beast of riddles. Fine, I’ll tell you. Your left hand. Your
left hand! Geddit?”
Joe checks WhatsApp. Still nothing from Zahid. Fair enough. Probably
hanging out with new friends. Probably perfected his dragon flip and showing
it off right now. Which is fine. Just fine.
Joe pats the sphinx’s human head for luck, takes a breath and leaps through
the air, landing neatly feet together on the stone slab behind the statue.
“And for my next trick …”
Joe climbs back onto the sphinx’s head for a double jump, the kind of move
Zahid used to capture on his phone so they could watch back and critique
their technique.
Oh great …
On the steps, next to the sphinx, stand his friends from the skate park, their
hair still styled with Llama spit, grinning triumphantly. Joe groans. Perched
on top of the sphinx’s head, he could kick them off should they climb up to
grab his legs, or Joe could execute a leap down and make a run for it on Skull
Rider ….
Skull Rider!
He’d left it leaning at the base of the sphinx, but now …
“Ah, come on, don’t mess with another man’s ride …” But the pair march
his prized possession along the wire fence. “Listen, you want money, I’ll give
you money, I’ve got almost a tenner.”
Joe watches helplessly from his perch. With a hefty fling, they send his
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skateboard sailing over the fence, disappearing into the transmitter tower
compound.
The lads laugh. “We ever see you at the skatepark again, next time it’s you
we throw over, in a body bag.”
“And your sister.”
Don’t worry. I’m putting her in a body bag first.
Skull Rider must’ve landed among the power substations at the base of the
transmitter tower. Joe doesn’t fancy taking his chances with the barbed wire
at the top of the perimeter fence. There has to be another way in.
Yes!
There’s a tear in the fence near the top of a concrete staircase rising
alongside the base. If Joe can get to it, he can get in. Problem is, clawing right
up against the fence is a wall of brambles. There’s no choice but to work his
way deep into the undergrowth, find a path to the hole.
Joe pushes into bushes. Thorns tear at skin like he’s a fairy-tale prince
battling through enchanted briars. The ground is littered with broken bottles
and rubbish blown in from the park, debris slowly submerging into the earth
to join the foundations of the old palace that lie beneath. Over the years,
Joe had explored most of the park playing hide-and-seek. But he’s never
ventured here.
Using the transmitter antenna towering above to judge his location Joe
finally guesses he’s level with his target. But there’s no clear route to the
fence, at least not standing upright. Joe drops to his knees and crawls, quickly
gathering a fine collection of stinging nettle stings.
Silence surrounds.
No sound of traffic.
No leaves rustling.
No birdsong.
Just a growing sense Joe’s not alone …
Yes!
The gap in the fence lays ahead.
Joe yelps. Something sharp digs deep inside his palm. Red blood oozes out.
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A drop falls onto the offending object. Expecting a broken bottle buried in
the soil, Joe finds instead a round metal object.
A compass.
Joe digs it out, carefully brushing aside dirt with his T-shirt to avoid further
cuts from the shattered glass face. It isn’t like the plastic compasses Joe uses
in Scouts. This is old, made of metal, possibly silver. Joe holds it up close. His
blood has sunk between the shattered fragments, colouring it like a stainedglass window, but he can still make out elaborate engravings showing N for
North, E for East, S for South and W for West. In between these four points, a
tiny ornate arrow flutters from side to side as the compass tilts. On the back
are engraved three letters—HSM. Maybe someone dropped it orienteering
through the undergrowth?
But now it’s mine.
Joe jumps at the sudden sound of crows cackling around the trees.
Get a grip.
He pops the compass into his shorts pocket, gives his bleeding palm a suck
and crawls forward to rescue his beloved.
Squeezing through the fence, running down the concrete stairs, ducking
CCTV cameras, Joe’s joy at finding Skull Rider vanishes. The front wheel
axle has snapped, probably bouncing off concrete. Not the kind of easy fix
Joe can attempt, and Dad is about as much use when it came to DIY as he
is at saying ‘no’ to Lauren. This means taking it to Brixton’s Baddest Skate
Shop but a new Bones Deep Dye VI Street Tech wheel would set Joe back
forty pounds he doesn’t possess, having blown his savings on Dad’s upcoming
fortieth birthday present, tickets to see The Specials at Brixton Academy.
His tenner per week pocket money means waiting half the summer holiday
before riding again.
Joe spots blood smears under his skateboard from the oozing cut on his
palm, reminding him of his buried treasure. Joe feels for the shattered
compass, lips forming a thin smile as an idea comes together, one that might
just get him back on his wheels.
The Alone Child smiles too. It begins again.
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F

orced on foot Joe carries his busted skateboard along Crystal Palace
Parade. His mission; get money to get it fixed.
He trudges past the bus station to the edge of the Triangle shaped
by three streets—Church Road, Westow Street, and Westow Hill. Grand
Victorian boozers stand on three corners and narrow pavements bustle with
independent cafes and restaurants catering every cuisine. Forever-changing
assortments of home furnishing stores sit alongside old vintage shops packed
with second-hand treasures. Boarded-up shop fronts prove Dad’s mantra,
trading on the Triangle is tough.
The Triangle reminds Joe of an old Wild West town, a boomtown whose
jumble of faded Victorian facades with swinging shop signs were thrown up
to meet the gold rush of visitors to the palace, before falling into a ghost town
of tumbleweeds when it burned down, only now slowly emerging into an
area ‘on the up’ as Dad says to convince himself their restaurant has a future.
Joe never bores of gazing down the side streets off Westow Hill which
plummet steeply to reveal views across the whole London skyline. He lingers
at the top of Gipsy Hill. The Shard, St Pauls, Big Ben glitter in the sun. Nan
reckons generations of his family must’ve stood here. But Joe swears he’ll be
the one to escape down there where the real excitement is.
Joe wanders along Westow Street and cuts down a dead-end lane on a sharp
slope. Tucked behind Sainsburys delivery car park is Haynes Lane Indoor
Market, a horseshoe courtyard of ramshackle buildings.
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Joe takes the shattered compass from his pocket. It’s busted but his discovery
doesn’t look any worse than the other weird vintage odds and ends sold by
indoor market traders in their little booths. A narrow alley leads to the upper
floor of the market, crumbling brick work strung with fairy lights, lined with
bright plastic flowers and crates of second-hand books. It always struck Joe
how stall holders rely on the honesty of bargain hunters because anyone can
walk into the alley and help themselves. Not that this stuff’s worth nicking.
Plus, there’s something about the alley. A feeling of being watched …
Joe jumps.
A robin red-breast dances around crates of china teapots, examining Joe
with deep curiosity. Joe lets out a nervous laugh of relief.
“What you looking at?”
The robin chirps a reply which sounds uncannily like; You, Joe Cook.
The upper floor of Haynes Lane Indoor Market is a barn divided into
booths creating an Aladdin’s cave of collectables; rows of military uniforms
and feathered ladies’ hats; cabinets of toys from childhoods past ranging
from Peppa Pig to original Star Wars figures; furniture to give your place a
‘70s makeover. Why do grown-ups want to live in the past? Growing up Joe
had mooched here through old boxes of comics for editions of Fantastic Four
while Dad spent what spare time he had from the restaurant searching out
old vinyl Two-Tone special editions by bands like The Selecter.
In the corner a vinyl record hisses from the trumpet of an old gramophone
and a singer croons above a crackling orchestra.
“For I’m Dancing with tears in my eyes
Coz the girl in my arms isn’t you…”
A tiny man whistles and sways in his booth to the music. Beneath his
oversized woolly hat flows thick, greying, curly hair and a beard that makes
him look like he plans a future career as Father Christmas. Robin Wood
is almost as familiar a sight around the triangle as the transmitter antenna,
passing the time of day with traders dragging his trolley bag of uncovered
curiosities between the market and his home, a caravan on Crystal Palace
Caravan and Campsite on the edge of the park.
As he grooves, Robin Wood peers over his sellotaped glasses, delicately
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squeezing toothpaste onto a silver brooch before rubbing it off with a lint
cloth, leaving the metal gleaming in the gloom.
“Anything I can help you with, young sir?” he asks without taking his eyes
off the brooch.
“Um, yeah, maybe.” Joe steps forward holding out his hand to show the
shattered compass. He waits for Robin Wood to look up. Seconds pass. “It’s
right here. Bit broken but looks pretty old so might be worth something?”
“How much?” asks Robin Wood, still looking down as he twirls his nose
hair in time to the music.
Joe scrunches his face. “Umm, well, dunno. Say forty quid?”
Robin Wood chuckles. He holds the cleaned brooch aloft. Silver catches a
shaft of sunlight shining from a hole in the roof, bouncing into Joe’s eyes. Joe
squints. When his vision adjusts, Robin Wood is stood in his face, eyes bright.
“How much is she worth to you?”
Joe steps back to regain some personal space.
“Er, thirty?” offers Joe before realising he’s haggling in the wrong direction.
Robin Wood draws in a long breath, exhaling with a head wobble. “Her
value is a good deal greater.”
Joe mirrors his smile, mind conjuring up a brand-new Death OG Skateboard. This image falters when he realises Robin Wood hasn’t even looked at
the shattered compass yet to gauge its value. “How great? I mean how much?”
“That, young sir, is for you to discover.”
Robin Wood lifts a wooden amulet worn around his neck, ornately carved
into the shape of an oak tree. He kisses it gently and says to it softly, “We
stand on ancient boundaries between places, between possibilities, between
the world of mortals and the world of magic. All we need to unlock them is
the key.”
“Oo-kay then.” Joe nods, deciding Robin Wood must’ve been smoking his
toothpaste. He’s about to put it back in his pocket when Robin Wood shoots
out his paw and wraps it tightly around his hand.
“Keep her mystical powers close.”
Joe yanks his arm away. Robin Wood doesn’t resist.
“Sure,” Joe says, backing away towards the exit. “Will do. Or I might just
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try eBay.”
Squeezed in between the barbers and the post office, Paradise Bar and
Restaurant is long and lively, a line of wooden tables-for-two on one side and
on the other extended tables for celebrations wanting a touch of Trinidad
and Tobago carnival.
A bright underwater mural covers one wall, painted eight years ago when
the restaurant opened. It’s the only contribution made by Joe’s mum before
she moved to Australia to run a donkey sanctuary, caring more for four-legged
animals than her two-legged children according to Dad.
The deformed reef shark was Joe’s handiwork. Dad point blank refuses
Joe’s pleas to paint over it, insisting it’s his favourite feature (until Lauren
cried and Dad changed to joint-favourite alongside the star fish she’d literally
painted with her three-year-old hands).
Laughter erupts from a long table with a helium balloon shaped in a number
eighteen; lots of customers equals a happy Dad who might just pay to repair
Joe’s skateboard wheel.
Aunty Salma’s flowing robes and big homemade jewellery gracefully swoop
around tables, whipping up the atmosphere with breezy style as she calls out
the names of dishes. She knows exactly who ordered what but takes pleasure
seeing customers eagerly waving hands in anticipation of fried dough balls
with salt fish or mac-and-cheese.
At the end of the restaurant, through the open hatch, Uncle Tyrell dances
around the kitchen like an octopus singing Calypso classics by The Mighty
Sparrow and somehow never getting a stain on his crisp white shirt and
apron.
On backing vocals, behind the bamboo bar, sings Simon Cook, a.k.a Dad
in his trademark lairy shirt, his rusty coloured hair frosted blonde at the tips.
In charge of the bar and books thanks to his BTEC in business catering, Joe’s
dad leisurely shakes a cocktail mixer in time to the beat before pouring the
contents into a line of glasses on the bar and throwing a cocktail umbrella
and straw into each with practiced precision.
Uncle Tyrell and Dad have been thick as thieves since secondary school
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when they began dreaming of opening a restaurant serving Tyrell’s mum’s
classic Trinidadian recipes. She’d lived long enough to see the two scallywags
open Paradise and still looks down on them from a large photo behind the
bar.
On stools at the bar, swinging their legs sits Salma and Tyrell’s twins,
Brendon and Kendon, blowing bubbles in their milkshakes and scanning
the place for mischief. Joe counts himself lucky he hasn’t been stuck sitting
that pair of mini tornadoes, although their sister Aaliyah has a freakish ability
to control them. Not that she ever gets lumbered babysitting these days. Too
busy ‘saving the world.’
“Hola!” Dad shouts over the noise. “Here, grab some of these milkshakes,
will you?”
Joe grins back, relieved he’s not in trouble for dumping Lauren. The bustling
business has put Dad in a good mood so, keen to convert this into hard cash
for his skateboard wheel, Joe willingly takes two of Paradise’s legendary
milkshakes to the long table.
“Hey, Joe!” calls a lad sat at the end.
It takes a moment before Joe recognizes his old Rockmount primary school
mate.
“Lenny!” They’d not bumped into each other for years. Now Lenny looks
like someone stuck a pump in his ear to inflate his shoulders and chest until
he resembles one of the superhero costumes with fake padded muscles they’d
dressed up in years ago. “How you doing?”
“Better when you pass my milkshake.”
“What happened to your voice?!”
Lenny’s squeaky pitch has been swapped with a deep bass.
“What can I say? I’m a man!” he declares with a comedy growl. “You’ll get
there one day, my boy.”
“Yeah, yeah. When I do, you know I’m marrying your sister.”
Joe grins down the table to the smiling birthday girl, Crystal, a smile he
always admires when she works behind the counter at La Bruschetta cafe on
Fridays between 4:15 p.m. and closing ….
“Ha! I knew you losers really came round to see her not me.”
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“We didn’t come round for you or your sister. We came round for your
Nintendo Switch.”
“Ha, still funny.”
“Still always.”
“How’s Zahid? You two still tight?”
Joe shrugs. “Yeah, but his parents moved away to live near his grandparents.”
“In Bangladesh?”
“Birmingham. Where his dad’s parents live.” But might as well be
Bangladesh.
Lenny gives his milkshake a sympathetic slurp.
Nan’s words return, urging Joe to stop moping and hook up with his
old mates. He takes a moment to pitch his voice—doesn’t want to sound
desperate.
“Would be good for you and me to catch up, you know, over the holidays
or something .…” Joe’s eyes glance around in case they make him look like a
beggar. Finally Lenny replies;
“Yeah, definitely.”
“Yeah?” Joe’s mind flashes an itinerary of gaming and box sets and being
near Crystal.
“But…”
Course. Had to be a big, hairy ‘but’…
“…from Monday I’m signed up for sports programme for four weeks.”
“Sure, no worries.” Joe does his best to nod casually. Okay, one last shot.
“Maybe we can hang out at the weekend?”
“Yeah, maybe.”
Right. ‘Maybe’ equals ‘Don’t call us, we’ll call you.’ Fair enough, probably
seeing his new mates from secondary school, why would he want to waste
time dragging up the past with Joe?
“Why don’t you sign up too? It’s at the Sports Centre in Crystal Palace Park
and you get to do all sorts, football, basketball, tennis.”
Joe nods even though team sports have never been his thing, preferring the
solo challenge of the skateboard.
“Plus, my mum says it’s not too expensive.”
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“Yeah?” says Joe coming round to the idea. “Yeah, sounds good!”
As Joe glances up the table, he catches the attention of the birthday girl.
Crystal gives him a bright smile and raises her now-legal-to-drink cocktail.
Joe feels his face flush but manages to mouth ‘Happy Birthday,’ giving Lenny
a cheeky wink. Lenny’s eyes roll.
“You’ve got good taste,” says a honey-coated voice in Joe’s ear and he grins
up at Aunty Salma. Suddenly the twins, Brendon and Kendon, appear at her
elbow.
“Joey is in lur-uve,” says Brendon.
“LU-V-ER!” chimes in Kendon, each of them smooching the air like
snogging camels.
Joe surreptitiously flicks a middle finger at both.
“Boys …” Salma peers down with a warning eyebrow raised.
Joe reels in his fingers. The twins swagger off still smooching the air.
She ruffles Joe’s hair and cries, “I’ve still got one more portion of coconut
sugar cake, no-one want it?” pretending not to notice Lenny’s wide-eyed
cousin vibrating on her seat waving for the luscious dessert.
“Me! Me!”
“Ah, me me what …?”
“Me PLEASE!” says the kid who is fit to burst but remembers Aunty Salma’s
house rule—manners at all times at the table.
Joe’s eyes are drawn to a figure across the road.
The Alone Child stands there.
Hood drawn up despite the heat.
Staring through the window of Paradise.
Goosebumps climb Joe’s neck.
“Joe, where’s your sister?” asks Dad as he delivers a cocktail to the party,
looking around as if expecting Lauren to emerge from under one of the tables.
Joe looks at Dad and gulps.
When he glances back outside, the Alone Child has vanished.
“Er, didn’t Nan text you?”
“Text me what?”
“Lauren’s with Nan.”
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“Since when?”
“Since earlier.”
“But she’s supposed to be with you.”
“And she was but now she’s not. She’s with Nan.”
“Okay, fine.” He slouches back to the bar. Joe follows, sliding onto a bar
stool. His eyes narrow when he spots the twins with their foreheads together,
plotting, and quickly checks his stool to make sure they haven’t left a ball of
bubble gum for him to sit on.
“Dad, you never said Lenny and his family were booked in.”
“Oh, sorry, got a lot going on.”
“Oh. Yeah. How’d it go at the hospital?”
“All good, they’ll get in touch if there’s anything to worry about. Nurse said
there’s never been a thirty-nine-and-three-quarters-year-old so fit in every
sense!” He strikes a pouting catwalk pose provoking an eye-roll from Joe.
“You say so. Dad?”
“Yep?”
“Can I go to the holiday sports club with Lenny?”
Dad’s cheeks flush. “Lenny’s mum was telling me about it.”
“So, I can go?”
Dad’s head wobbles in an all-too familiar way, unwilling to shake yet unable
to nod.
“Thing is, it’s quite a bit of money.”
“But you’ve done well today.”
“Today, yep, and if Tuesday to Thursday was as busy … maybe, but …” He
turns to pour rum into the cocktail shaker.
Joe glances back at Lenny laughing along with his family. Any excitement
he’d felt at the prospect of hanging out with his old mate evaporates into
resentment. He’s on his own. Again. Fine. Dad would have to pay for his
skateboard.
“Fine. Can I have forty pounds?”
“Forty quid?”
“My skateboard’s busted.”
“You should take better care of it.”
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“It wasn’t my fault.”
Dad resists replying ‘it never is’ but his rolling eyes say it all.
“Fine, don’t believe me.”
“What do you do with your pocket money?”
Joe resists the temptation to retort, ‘Used it on your fortieth birthday present
if you must know.’
“Probably blowing it on video game extras.”
“Not true.”
“You say so.”
Joe steams. Can he get a refund on Dad’s concert tickets …?
“Listen, tell you what? How about you help out here for the rest of the day
and next week and we’ll see what we can sort?”
“That’s forced labour.”
“That’s earning a living.”
“Other kids just get pocket money, period, they don’t have to work for it.”
Dad rubs his temples. “It is what it is.”
“Yeah, but,” Joe’s on a roll, “how comes Aaliyah never has to help out
anymore?”
“Well, she’s volunteering at the farm. She’s studying.”
“I’ve got studies.”
“Fortnite is not a GCSE option last time I checked.” Dad chuckles but his
joke does nothing to dampen Joe’s rising sense of injustice.
“And Lauren, she never does half the stuff around here you used to make
me do when I was her age.”
Dad slams the shaker onto the counter. “Joe, you always wanted to help out.
You loved it, laying tables, organising napkins, nobody forced you to do that
stuff so don’t re-write history to suit your sulky teenage pity party.”
“Pity party?” Joe splutters.
“Hey, you two know I won’t have bad words in my front of house,” cautions
Aunty Salma.
She places a soothing hand on Joe’s shoulder, helping him regulate his rising
emotions. Joe glares down at the bar. Dad ducks down into his eye line with
a conciliatory smile.
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“Hey, Joe, how about I rustle you and me up a sweet lime mango milkshake
to share?”
“Make that two!” shouts Uncle Tyrell from the kitchen. “It’s almost as hot
in here as my wife the day we met at Carnival.”
“Ha!” Aunty Salma gives a twirl. “I might just need to dust down that
sequined bathing suit and give everyone a treat.”
“Eghhhh, Muuuuum,” chorus the twins, and even Joe cracks a small smile.
She picks up a pile of linen napkins. Joe notices the twins shaking like
bottles of lemonade about to explode as their mum unfolds the top napkin to
reveal …
A huge spider.
Salma lets out a scream and next it’s raining napkins. The twins slap each
other in hysterics and Tyrell holds his sides as Salma performs a jig to avoid
the eight-legged discovery, realising too late it’s only rubber. Joe, Dad, and the
customers are already laughing, which doubles when Salma grabs a napkin
and chases the twins out back with a lethal flick at their legs.
Joe’s laughter fades. Emptiness creeps back. It cuts even deeper knowing
Dad’s right; Paradise had been his life and he hates feeling like an outsider
looking in on a world he once loved. But now he longs for something more
to make these feelings go away, scratch the itch he has inside to escape.
But with no skateboard, no money, and no mates? There’s no chance.
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trange shaped clouds tumble across a deep blue and purple sky, like a
heavyweight champion had gone twelve rounds with the heavens.
“Hey Sphinxy.” Joe pats its lion’s chest. “Got a riddle for me?”
The sphinx’s eyes gaze out across an empty park.
“No? Try this.” Joe clambers onto its back. “What flies when it’s born, lies when
it’s alive, and runs when it’s dead?”
“That’s easy,” replies the sphinx.
Joe half-falls, half-leaps off the talking statue, landing with a thump on the grass.
He stares up at the stone face, now silent as it had ever been. Pushing himself onto
his elbows, he splutters, “Did… did you…?”
“Say it’s easy? Yes.” The sphinx’s long, proud Egyptian beard bobs up and down
as it speaks in a voice reminding Joe of Mr Baruti, his science teacher, a voice like
melting chocolate.
“Wow!”
“Snow,” corrects the sphinx.
“What?”
“Snow,” irritated having to keep repeating itself. “What flies when it’s born, a
snowflake, what lies when it’s alive, snow, and what runs when it’s dead—or melted,
SNOW.”
The sphinx smiles smugly.
Joe reaches out, tempted to touch the statue but, safety first, keeps his distance.
“I … must be dreaming.”
“You talk at me all the time. Am I dreaming when you do?”
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“I’m supposed to talk. I’m human.”
“I’m supposed to tell riddles, I’m a sphinx, but do I moan when you bore me with
your Key Stage One efforts?”
“Um, well, no, but …”
“Then listen now. I have a riddle for you.”
The sphinx milks the moment with a long dramatic pause.
“Follow in their footsteps.
“Pause here a while.
“Listen to the echoes
“Past, present, future.”
Joe frowns. “Er, aren’t riddles supposed to be, well, questions? Like your Greek
sphinx cousin asked Oedipus? Question. ‘What walks on four legs in the morning,
two in the afternoon and three at night.’ Answer. ‘Man’, cos he crawls on all fours
as a baby, walks upright as an adult and with a cane when he’s old.’ Question and
answer, you know?”
“Of course I know. I’m a sphinx. Knowing is what we do. MY question is what
will YOU do when faced with the past, present and future?”
What kind of question…
Suddenly Joe’s pocket feels hot.
He pulls out the shattered compass, its silver case warm to touch.
The arrow spins. Faster and faster.
Clouds above switch direction. Blown backwards by a howling wind, Joe’s eyes
weep. He throws up his arms to protect his face. They’re yanked away by the wind.
He cries out, voice lost in the gale ….
Joe leaps from his sweat-soaked bed, gasping for air but finding none on
this still hot night. The streetlamp shines through his open window, cutting
through bedroom shadows.
Settling back on his bed (which takes up most of his room) Joe gazes up at
the swirling Victorian plaster ceiling cut off abruptly by a thin partition wall
between his room and Lauren’s. Their two-bedroom flat occupies the top
corner of a Gothic villa carved up in the 1980s by developers into as many
units as possible making the ceilings taller than the rooms are wide.
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Joe makes his way to the narrow kitchen, filling his glass with water too
tepid to quench his dry mouth.
He listens for Dad’s snores from his sofa bed in the living room, but instead
catches murmurs.
“… if there’s anything, I’ll tell you okay …?”
Joe lingers in the hallway, ears strained, like Dad’s voice:
“Yeah, yeah, no male Cook ever made it past forty, thanks Mum, but I’m
fine, honest, nothing a decent night’s kip won’t sort …. Sure, Lauren will love
that, can’t see Joe wanting to go though, miserable little sod …. Great, and
next time you think about ringing at midnight, you can always send a text.
Love ya. ‘Night.”
Returning to his room, Joe wonders what Nan has planned for Lauren;
whatever it is Dad’s probably right. Joe won’t want to go. Still, nice to be
asked.
Joe’s drawn to his bedroom window. The silence in the street below broken
by a car speeding past into the night. An owl hoots in nearby Stambourne
Woods.
Joe blinks.
Below, in the shadow of a great elm tree between the drive and the pavement,
stands a small hooded figure. The shadow of a child. Alone. Staring up at
him.
Joe rubs his eyes.
The Alone Child steps back, disappearing into darkness.
He shivers in spite of the heat.
Joe closes the window, careful to leave just enough of a crack to let in air…
But nothing else.
Joe’s head rests on his scrunched up Scout polo shirt. It’s too blisteringly
hot to wear uniform so while the leaders aren’t around Joe sports one of his
eight skull T-shirts. He yawns, fanning himself with the clipboard; it will
be ages before any Cubs find the first three clues leading them into Crystal
Palace Park maze. Longer still until they navigate its twists and dead ends
and reach the centre where Joe waits to tick off their names, earning them
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their Treasure Hunt badge and contributing towards Joe’s Scout Leadership
badge. Dad had ‘volunteered’ Joe to help out even though he’d wanted to
drop Scouts for ages. Dad insists it’s good for him. Like he’d know.
In the centre of the maze stands a circle of six silver birch trees. Between
them are stone benches where Joe splays alongside his broken skateboard,
gaffer tape hanging uselessly from the wheel. He’d hoped the tape might hold
the wheel in place so he could practice tricks whilst waiting for the Cubs, but
one flip and the tape ripped.
To break the boredom, Joe decides to do something constructive; put
yesterday’s discovery on eBay. He pulls the shattered compass out of his
shorts pocket. The metal case gleams since cleaning it using Robin Wood’s
toothpaste trick. Dark traces of Joe’s dried blood remain stuck between
the glass cracks, but whoever buys it will have to replace the glass anyhow.
Fishing out his mobile to take a photo, Joe realises he holds in his hands two
bits of ground-breaking tech from different ages.
As he takes the photo, WhatsApp pings.
Zahid!
The message reveals a photo of Zahid striking a ludicrous pose in his
dayglow orange shorts next to a giant waterslide.
The message reads, ‘@Waterpark! Awesome slides! You’d love it!’
Yeah. I would. Thanks for asking what I’m up to. A big fat nothing.
Just to add to his woes, Joe’s phone is nearly dead, the curse of having a
hand-me-down handset previously Candy-Crushed to near-death by Nan.
“Hey!” shouts a familiar voice.
Down the hedge-lined corridor from the centre of the maze to the exit gate
stands Brendon and Kendon Duke in their green Cubs sweaters smothered
with badges (the Duke family are nothing if not over-achievers).
“Let us through,” Brendon shouts, starting to open the exit gate and sneak
to the middle of the maze.
“Hey, no way. No shortcuts.”
Joe’s too far away to hear the names the twins call him as they disappear to
tackle one of the largest mazes in the country. Planted for the palace pleasure
gardens, in wintertime it’s easy to cheat and sneak through gaps in the hedges.
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Now the thick foliage walls are impenetrable.
Beneath Joe’s feet the dark and light grey paving stones recreate a circular
map of the maze. Encircling the map is a ring inscribed with words. Joe cocks
his head to one side, walking around the circle, reading under his breath.
“Follow—in—their—footsteps ….”
Where had he heard that before?
“Pause—here—a—while .…”
Racking his brain …
“Listen—to—the—echoes….”
Definitely recently.
“Past, present, future.”
Joe freezes.
His dream floods back.
His heart pumps in his chest.
Get a grip. Must’ve read these words before, going around the maze, the phrase
subconsciously waiting to pop into a weird dream on a hot night.
“Joe!”
Snapping back to the present, he stands on tiptoes. Who’s calling his name?
A dozen hedges away two pairs of hands jump in and out of view.
“Help us!” cry Kendon and Brendon.
“No!” Why should he when all they give him is grief?
“Joe! Help us,” cries another voice.
A child’s voice.
Joe shivers despite the heat.
This voice belongs to neither twin. Maybe one of the other pairs of Cubs
had reached the maze?
Kids of today. Don’t they realise this exercise is about finding their own paths?
Then again, Joe’s job is to keep an eye out, make sure they’re okay. The stone
bench gives him just enough height over the towering hedges. He glimpses a
sun hat belonging to a man entering the maze a good while earlier with his
wife and their kid in a buggy.
“Joe! Help us!”
Definitely the twins.
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“Joe! Help us,” cries the other voice. Now behind him. Joe spins around.
“Who is that?”
Silence.
“Help yourself then, that’s the whole point,” Joe says.
“Joe! Help us!” cry the twins.
“Joe! Help us,” echoes the voice.
Okay. Great. The twins are in full wind-up mode, clearly enlisting another
Cub to shout out. Bet they’re trying to get him to enter the maze and end
up lost. Fat chance. Joe cracked the maze long ago: keep to the right you’ll
eventually work your way to the centre.
“Joe! Help us,” cries the voice.
Joe shivers in the sunlight.
It would be just his luck if one of the Cubs twisted an ankle or had an
asthma attack on his watch.
“Fine,” he mutters, jumping down from the bench and grabbing his
skateboard. No way is he leaving Skull Rider for the twins to swipe and
use in their latest wind up. He turns into the maze, working his way around
in reverse. The voice came from the back of the maze, approximately north
east.
A left, a right, keeping the hedge on the right-hand side, until …
Dead-end.
It had been a few years since Joe had navigated the maze. Bound to be a bit
rusty.
He doubles back. The hedge divides into two directions. Remembering the
rule, Joe keeps right.
It hits him. He stops in his tracks.
Keeping to the right is how you get from the start of the maze to the centre,
whereas he’d started from the centre to work his way to the start. He should’ve
been keeping to the left. How could he be so stupid? He considers working
his way back to the centre and starting again but dismisses the idea with a
snort—if his ten-year-old self had beaten the maze, it would be no challenge
for him now.
The shattered compass remains in his palm. Surprisingly the arrow moves
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when he moves and points north as a compass should.
“Still works.” Joe notes this for the eBay listing. The compass confirms
which direction is north-east. Opting for the left fork, Joe follows a long
semi-circular path around the maze’s circumference.
A breeze begins blowing. Fast moving pink clouds dot the sky. The path
ends with … a dead end.
Damn it!
Joe stomps back on himself. The shattered compass arrow slowly spins
round and around.
“Great,” he mutters, adjusting the eBay listing in his head: works when it
wants to, just not when it’s needed.
Swollen clouds circle above as if someone is rewinding the sky, adjusting
the colour to deep purples and blues. Joe finds a green dead end in front of
his face. Yet he’d walked here moments ago ….
“Must’ve missed a turning while looking at this poxy compass.” Joe pivots
back on himself, again, the breeze now blowing hard on his face, until …
another wall of hedge blocks his path.
How is this possible? There’s no way out.
Joe strides back on himself, again, ordering himself to ignore the compass
and the crazy clouds above and focus on a way out. The breeze changes
direction; the maze must create some sort of circular wind tunnel. He halts at
a gap on his right which he swears wasn’t there before. A robin hops around
in the gap as if inviting Joe in, feathers billowing in the wind.
“So, this must be my way out,” Joe tells the bird, although logically it also
had to have been his way in, but he honestly doesn’t remember entering this
double-dead-end pathway from the middle.
The shattered compass spins like crazy.
Joe quickens into a jog, catching sight of the couple with their buggy through
a turning further on, feeling stupid at feeling so relieved to see someone else.
Only …
The couple are walking backwards. Must be easier to drag the buggy in
reverse over the gravel pathways. But why is the mum walking backwards
too if she isn’t pulling the buggy? By the time Joe reaches the bend, the odd
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couple are nowhere to be seen.
The pathway curls. Through a gap in the hedge, he glimpses Brendon and
Kendon, both also walking backwards.
“What are you two up to?” But they’re gone. In the words of their big sister,
Aaliyah, up to stupidness. But how had the twins convinced that couple to
copy their stupidness?
A fork lays ahead in the maze.
Which way to turn?
“Joe! Help us!” cry the twins from the direction of the right-hand turn.
“Joe! Help us,” echoes the child’s voice beyond the left-hand turn.
Joe’s legs yearn to turn right and find the twins, find comfort in the known,
even if it is annoying and monotonous.
Yet there’s something familiar about the unknown voice … as if the caller
needs him … really truly needs him ….
The wind rises in great gusts. The hedgerow shakes. The spinning compass
arrow is a blur.
Clutching his skateboard, Joe takes the left-hand turn, changing his life
forever.
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eft through the maze, a right, another right, Joe turns a blind corner
and walks straight into a couple.
“Are you alright?” the man asks.
“Sorry!” replies Joe, grateful to finally make human contact with people
who aren’t weirdly walking backwards.
Although this couple are dressed weirdly.
The man wears a long double-breasted coat down to his knees, pin-striped
trousers and top hat, sporting sideburns and a moustache that would be the
envy of any Crystal Palace hipster. Yet his elegant style pales next to his
partner. She wears a bottle green dress bunched up high at the rear, so long
she has to hold it up to stop it dragging on the ground. In her other hand,
a parasol provides shelter against the hot sun, held over her tiny top hat
adorned with purple feathers.
The couple look Joe up and down with curiosity. She says, “You look like
you’ve seen a ghost.”
“I’m fine, thanks.” Joe squeezes past, adding, “Great costumes.”
Must be dressed up for a new immersive performance planned by the
Crystal Palace Festival, like their Labyrinth of Lost Stories.
Finally.
The outer pathway of the maze.
Joe hasn’t found the owner of the child’s voice crying for help, but now
all he wants is to be free from hedges and back into familiar surroundings.
Ahead stands the iron entrance gate where the circle of trees surrounding the
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maze ends revealing views into the park. Joe quickens his pace, steps through
the gate and stops dead in his tracks.
Joe blinks.
Blinks again.
Rubs his eyes but the view of the park remains unchanged.
Only … it has changed.
Gone is the transmitter tower pointing into the heavens. In its place is an
eighty-five-metre water tower. Its twin tower stands in the distance on the
other side of the park.
The ruined arches of the Italian terrace are restored and lined with lush
lawns and magnificent flower beds.
The brambles, trees and bushes along the upper terrace have disappeared.
Rising in their place is the Crystal Palace.
Joe’s jaw drops open. He’s too gobsmacked to shut it.
The summer sky gives the palace a blue shimmer as the glass glitters in the
sunshine. It’s spectacularly huge. The South and North Transept rise up at
each end, yet both are dwarfed by the Grand Transept in the middle.
Not only has the view transformed.
So have the people.
Promenading couples with top hats and bonnets replace joggers and dog
walkers. Families and friends still enjoy picnics, but instead of bikini tops
and summer shorts, they wear suits and flouncy bustled dresses. The single
cyclist Joe spots rides a Penny Farthing bike with a tiny back wheel and an
enormous front wheel.
Joe’s head spins.
Has he walked into a film set?
Perhaps the Crystal Palace Festival went overboard with a re-enactment of
the old palace?
Maybe Brendon and Kendon’s practical jokes have gone supernova?
Joe never believed people really pinch themselves yet squeezes the skin on
his arm so hard he yells out loud.
But before him remains Victorian Crystal Palace.
The maze! This must have something to do with that baffling wind-blowing
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reversing weirdness. Would retracing his steps lead him back to reality?
But, if this is real …
If he’d really travelled back in time through the maze, did he want to get
back without first exploring?
At least for a bit …
Otherwise Nan would kill him. Imagine the stories he could tell her for a
change.
Joe pulls out his mobile but hopes of snapping the palace vanish. The screen
is dead.
A lad wearing a bowler hat and a threadbare blue suit made for someone
not quite as chunky sits on the grass. Nose in a book, his wooden crutch
laying at his side reminds Joe of a teenage Tiny Tim. Joe approaches, opens
his mouth, promptly shuts it again.
Where to start? What to ask?
The boy senses his presence, squinting up with droopy eyes.
“May I assist you in any way?” he asks with a lofty air.
Joe looks stupid for a bit longer before blurting, “What’s the date?”
“Twenty-seventh of July. Twelve days until my splint comes off according
to the bone setter,” he adds as if Joe had been asking, giving his left leg a tap.
“Dr Doyle agrees, and he plays cricket with Father.”
Twenty-seventh of July—so the day and month is the same. But …
“What year is it?”
The lad cocks his head to one side as if deciding whether Joe is stupid or
mocking him or both.
“Hmm, well, let’s see now. When I started reading Journey to the Centre of
the Earth,” he waves his book, “it was 1888, but frankly it’s so splendid I might
have missed a year.”
“1888 …”
“Are you quite alright? You look like you could do with a sit down.”
Joe plonks on the grass next to the lad, mind racing.
1888!
The lad beams at the unexpected company.
“Have you read Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea? It’s by Jules Verne.”
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Joe shakes his head distractedly. “No, but I’ve seen the film.”
“Ahhhh,” the lad exclaims, nodding knowingly at first but frowning. “What
is a ‘film?’”
“A film, you know …” Joe begins before realising he won’t know. Films
haven’t even been invented yet. “Umm, it’s like a story you can, er, watch ….”
“Like a play?” suggests the lad eager to help.
“Yes! That’s it, like a play.”
“But not a play …”
“No, it’s pretty much like a play; let’s go with play.” Joe’s visit to the past
will require him to tread carefully. The pair sit side by side. Joe can’t take his
eyes off the palace.
“Let me guess. You’re not from around here, are you?”
“No, well yes and no …”
“Let me guess. You’re French!”
“Umm, no.”
“Ah.”
“Why?”
“Your dress. It’s rather peculiar. Why do your shorts have so many pockets?”
“To keep things in,” says Joe weakly, giving his thigh pocket a pat.
There’s something metal inside.
He pulls out the shattered compass, stares at it.
Whatever’s happened, however he’s ended up in 1888, it has something to
do with this compass. Robin Wood’s words return … mystical powers and
gateways between worlds …
“Is it your first time?”
“What?”
“Visiting the Crystal Palace?”
“Yeah. Well, the first time I’ve actually seen the palace.”
“Guessed as much by the way you look at it.” The boy puffs up his chest at
his powers of deduction. “You can even see it from Bromley village, which is
about the only decent thing you can say about that morbid little place. Father
is trying to run a shop there selling china and sporting goods when he’s not
playing professional cricket which fortunately frequently brings us here, to
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the palace. He’s playing a match today, behind us at the cricket ground, against
London County, against none other than W. G. Grace!”
The lad waits for Joe’s impressed reaction.
Joe scratches the back of his head.
“The big guy with the big, long beard?” Joe remembers the front of one of
Uncle Tyrell’s cricket books; ‘Let me tell you,’ Tyrell had said, ‘this man was a
giant on and off the field, the best all-rounder of all time, single handedly invented
modern batsmanship.”
“Correct!” Bertie flicks the pages of his book. “I’m not watching the game
because I don’t much care for sports. On account of my lung condition.
Besides, I’ve got to the chapter where the giant octopus attacks Captain
Nemo’s Nautilus. How did they achieve that effect on stage?”
“Umm, lots of dry ice?”
“Dry ice.” He nods sagely.
“I’ll leave you to find out what happens next,” says Joe rising with a genuine
smile.
His companion’s disappointed round face brightens as a thought hits. “Tell
you what, as it’s your first visit, you’ll need a guide and I know just the right
person.” He adjusts his bow tie. “Me!”
He doesn’t want to hurt the lad’s feelings, but if Joe talks much longer he’s
bound to put his foot in it.
“S’okay. You look like you need to rest your leg.”
“Oh, on the contrary. Dr Doyle told me I must exercise my muscles.”
“Honestly, there’s no need—”
“No problem whatsoever.” He places his crutch under his arm to push
himself up.
Joe’s instinct to help kicks in, reaching to hold the lad’s arm.
“I can do it myself.” He totters but his resolute tone makes Joe step back.
With a grunt, he hauls himself to his feet and thrusts out his hand.
“Herbert George Wells,” he announces. “But my friends call me Bertie.”
Joe shakes his hand. “Joseph Cook. My mates call me Joe.”
“Well then, Joe, let’s show you the Eighth Wonder of the World!”
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T

he closer they get to the Crystal Palace, the more Joe marvels at its
scale.
Fountains shoot jets of water high into the blue sky. A group of
ladies stand near the edge of one of the fountain’s great pools. Bertie nudges
Joe.
“Wait until the wind blows!”
Right on cue, a gust catches drops of the water jet. A mist of spray showers
the ladies. Joe and Bertie crease up as some ladies squeal in delight, others
in dismay, all rushing out of the waters reach as quickly as their enormous
dresses will allow. Spray sprinkles Joe’s face. If this is a dream, it doesn’t
wake him up. But the welcome water cools him under the hot sun.
“Now Joe, although we’re nearer the North Transept, to truly appreciate
the palace, you must enter in the middle. Through the Grand Transept.”
They pass through spectacular gardens, approaching the great staircase
where Nan had stood with her tour group; as vividly as she’d conjured up the
palace, nothing compares to the real thing.
The Grand Transept rises up and fans at the top like a giant lily leaf,
the design inspired by great water lilies grown by their architect Joseph
Paxton when he’d been head gardener at Chatsworth House creating the
most renowned garden in the country.
The terrace running the length of the palace is packed with people strolling
in their best clothes. Halfway up the Grand Transept, ladies and gentlemen
dine on a balcony shaded by a yellow canopy enjoying the view and enjoying
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being viewed.
A pair of sphinxes stand guard on either side of the great staircase. Joe
would hardly be surprised if they turn and ask how he’s enjoying these ‘echoes
of the past,’ and perform a floss to welcome him in.
“How long are you here for?” Bertie’s eagerness reminds Joe how he’d
sounded asking Lenny if they could hang out.
Joe looks around longingly. “Guess I have to get home soon.”
“Ah, of course.” Bertie gives the step a jaunty tap with his crutch.
“Understood. A whistle stop tour it is.”
They step through a long row of doors into the palace.
Inside is even more impressive. A vast cathedral of glass and iron, its
vaulted, barrelled ceiling stretches north and south as far as the eye can see.
Whereas cathedrals Joe had visited were places of silence and whispering, the
Crystal Palace resounds with noise and life; crowds chattering and laughing;
multi-coloured birds fly overhead, singing as if auditioning for one of the
palace’s famed concerts.
The warm air smells like a tropical rainforest thanks to green towering palm
trees and lush vines hanging from the palace’s blue painted iron framework
and red balconies. He’d looked at many black and white photos at the Crystal
Palace Museum, but seeing the palace in all its glory, Joe is struck by its colour.
Visitors pack the wide concourse which runs from one end of the palace to
the other, lined with gleaming white statues recast from antiquity depicting
heroes and gods, urns of flowers from around the world and fountains and
pools where giant lily pads float.
On either side of the concourse stand the twelve Courts, each one expertly
recreating an era such as Ancient Rome, Greece and Egypt. Above the
Courts running the length of the palace are three levels of balconies hosting
exhibitions, stalls and showrooms.
“That,” says Bertie, pointing above a rising semi-circle of seats the width of
the Grand Transept, “is the Handel Organ, largest in the world.”
The organ’s pipes rise up almost the full height of the palace.
Joe cranes his neck back. A high wire runs across the top of the Transept
where the roof curves. Three men, tiny at this distance, are on a platform
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pulling on the wire, one turning a crank whilst another tests how taut the
wire becomes.
“What are they— Ow!”
With his eyes fixed in the air Joe barges into a small girl in a pink dress. He
lurches to save her, but she sprawls onto the wooden floor.
“Oh … sorry.” Joe reaches down to help up the girl who he guesses is no
older than seven.
She shoves his arm away with a snarl that, with her blonde curled ringlets,
makes her resemble a lion. She spits words at Joe in French—his language
options are Spanish and German, but he can still work out he’s getting cussed.
“I can help translate!” offers Bertie, arm in the air. “She says ‘of all the
stinking English moron’s she’s met, you are by far the biggest.’” Bertie grins a
little too enthusiastically for Joe’s liking. “Rather vulgar for a little girl, isn’t
she?”
She fixes Bertie with a scowl.
“Make zat ze second biggest moron.”
“Oh, you speak English.” Bertie’s round cheeks blush. “There’s no need for
name-calling.”
A dainty neat man with the grace of a dancer appears and helps up the girl,
wearing a rich velvet suit and an amused expression.
“Mon cheri,” he chides, adjusting her dress. “Forgive my daughter, little
gentlemen.”
“It’s my fault. I was looking up there.” Joe points up at the wire across the
transept. Bertie frantically taps Joe’s arm like he’s sending Morse code.
“Oh yes! They’re preparing for the Great Blondin to perform.”
“Blondin?!”
The French daredevil had been a hero of Joe’s since learning about his
amazing feats from a guided tour at the Crystal Palace Museum organised
by Nan who’d dragged him along knowing his love of parkour. “He was the
greatest acrobat in the world.”
“Was?” The Frenchman arches an eyebrow. “Has another surpassed his
skill?”
“Er, no, I mean he is the greatest. He crossed Niagara Falls on a tight rope
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and stopped in the middle to fry an egg.”
“Oo, yes, I read all about that,” Bertie exclaims.
“I recall it was an omelette.” The Frenchman smooths his neat goatee beard.
“But what’s a cracked egg between friends?”
His daughter shakes her head muttering, “Sacre bleu.”
“He performed here at the Crystal Palace,” continues Joe waving around
them, “crossing the Grand Transept on stilts!”
“Pardon, correction again, mon ami. He has not done so.” The Frenchman’s
eyes twinkle. “Yet.”
“Oh, yeah, right.” Joe kicks himself again.
“Papa, tell them!” growls the girl.
“Nevertheless, he will do so,” the Frenchman says kindly.
“On Friday,” adds Bertie. “Will you be going?”
The Frenchman laughs. “I could not possibly miss it.”
Joe’s shoulders sag. “I won’t be.”
“We could go together, old chap! You and I, there may still be tickets
available.”
“I wish I could. I’d love to meet him.”
The Frenchman places his hands on Joe and Bertie’s shoulders. “That could
be arranged .…”
The curly haired girl slaps her hand against her forehead and cries “Zis is
him, you English morons! Papa is Blondin!”
The Frenchman takes a small bow.
Joe steps back to take in his hero. “Blondin! I mean, Mr Blondin. Or, I
guess, Monsieur Blondin …”
“You may call me Chevalier.”
Bertie thrusts out his hand. “It is truly an honour, Mr Chevalier, sir. Herbert
George Wells, but my friends call me Bertie.”
“It would be my honour to be counted among them, Bertie. I hope you have
not injured yourself emulating some of my tricks?” he asks, tapping Bertie’s
crutch.
“Oh no, balance and Bertie have never been bedfellows, but I very much
admire your showmanship.”
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“Balance is all in the mind.” Blondin taps his forehead. “If you believe, you
will achieve.”
“Papa, can we goooo? You promised ice cream.”
“Forgive Iris. It is tiresome to have your papa’s attention stolen away.”
Joe nods, knowing what it’s like to have your dad preoccupied all the time.
“Hold on.” He studies Iris, remembering more details from the talk. “You
perform with your dad, up on the high wire, scattering rose petals on the
crowd below!”
Iris’s scowl softens. She says with a shrug of insouciance, “Daredevilry is in
our blood. Papa performed at my age and was called ‘La Petit Wonder.’”
Blondin strokes her cheek proudly. “Now there is a new Little Wonder.”
Joe realises this is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to get the autograph of
his hero and a souvenir of his visit to the past.
“Excuse me, but would it be okay if—”
Suddenly they’re interrupted by a bustling man in a top hat and white bushy
whiskers—George Grove, the Secretary of the Crystal Palace Company and
the man responsible for its operation.
“Ah, Monsieur Blondin, wonderful, marvellous.”
“Mr Grove,” replies Blondin with a bow. “How may I be of service?”
“We have a royal visitor in our midst!”
“Oh?” Blondin’s face lights up. “Is it the Prince of Wales? Perhaps he regrets
turning down my offer to carry him on my back across Niagara Falls.”
“Ha ha! Marvellous. No. It is not His Highness, though he is a regular
visitor of ours. It is His Majesty the Shah of Persia!”
The Shah of Persia; Joe remembers how dignitaries from around the world
were just as eager as everyone else to visit the palace.
Blondin claps his hands together.
“Ah yes, I believe he is attending my performance on Friday.”
“Wonderful. Yes. We are building a royal enclosure especially for the
occasion. But he is paying us an unexpected visit at this very moment to
inspect the reconstruction of the Nineveh Court and I’m certain he would
enjoy meeting you.”
Iris’s face darkens as she growls “Ice cream, Papaaa…”
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But Blondin gives her scowling cheek an apologetic stroke.
“I cannot let down a fan. Au revoir my friends.” And before Joe can utter,
Can this fan have your autograph first, Blondin leads Iris after Mr Grove in the
direction of the North Transept.
“Cripes! I cannot believe I just shook the hand of The Great Blondin!”
Bertie stares at his own hand as if Blondin’s skills might be contagious and
enable him to traverse the Transept.
Joe drags his fingers through his floppy fringe. “I can’t believe I didn’t get
his autograph.” He catches Bertie’s eye. “I mean his signature.”
“I do know what an autograph is.”
“Oh, right, you have those.”
“Yes, and so shall you!”
Before Joe has a chance to open his mouth Bertie hobbles off through the
crowds after Blondin.
“Come along, Joe! Seize the day!”
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o reach the North Transept, Joe and Bertie pass the colonnades of
the Greek Court, the red Moorish glory of the Alhambra Palace
Court of Lions, and the Egyptian Court guarded by a giant statue
of Rameses the Great. Joe wishes he had time to explore, but Bertie moves
surprisingly swiftly on his crutch, weaving in and out of the crowds on their
mission to get Blondin’s autograph.
“Hold up,” shouts Joe spotting a line of posters on a notice board:
BLONDIN OF NIAGARA CELEBRITY WILL MAKE HIS FIRST ASCENT IN ENGLAND IN THE CRYSTAL PALACE. ADMISSION—ONE
SHILLING.
Joe carefully peels off a poster.
“An autographed poster,” beams Bertie. “Stupendous plan.”
“I’ll get one for you.” Joe begins to peel the next poster.
“Oye!” cries a young voice behind them. “I just put ‘em up!”
Their busted faces turn to find a boy probably their own age, but shorter,
leaning on a broom. He wears a grubby blue collarless shirt and braces hold
his trousers up. Beside him is a bucket of posters. Joe says,
“Sorry, we just wanted Blondin to sign a poster for us.”
The boy shifts his cap which has the lip turned up, emulating his smirk.
“Okey-dokey. As it happens, I’ve got a fresh one right here, if you fancy.”
He shakes his bucket, glancing around conspiratorially.
“Why that’s decent of you, old chap.” Bertie goes to take one of the rolled-up
posters from the bucket, but he pulls it away.
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“Hold up, hold up. Decent’s got nothing to do with it. What’s it worth?”
“I’ve got no money.” Even if Joe did, it wouldn’t be legal tender in 1888.
“Those posters don’t belong to you,” says Bertie crossly.
“And they won’t belong to you neither if you don’t cough up,” replies the
lad, striking blue eyes sparkling.
“Fine, here, I have a farthing. Will that suffice?”
“Suffice it will, young sir.” The lad hands over a poster. “Pleasure doing
business with you.”
“Humph. Come along Joe, this way.”
They reach the nave of the North Transept and the final court in the
palace—the Nineveh Court.
The area is barred from the public by rope. Beyond, craftsman busy
themselves with tools and pots of paint. Some stand on wooden planks
resting halfway up stepladders so they can chisel final details of snarling
lion’s teeth in a scene showing the kings of Assyria riding chariots on a lion
hunt.
Flanking the entrance to the Court, two human-headed, colossal winged
bulls stand as guardians protecting the temple recreated inside. The hairs on
the back of Joe’s neck inexplicably rise alerting him to some unseen danger.
At the feet of the colossal winged bulls, a group of dignitaries gather to
meet the shah. Among them is Blondin, his daughter Iris sulking at his side
dreaming of ice cream.
“There he is!” points Bertie.
“On the wrong side of that rope,” notes Joe, trying to shake off his strange
feeling. “Come on, let’s get as close as we can. What’s with all the building
work?”
“A fire destroyed this end of the palace so they’re restoring it.”
Joe racks his brain. The great fire that destroyed the Crystal Palace didn’t
happen until 1936, another forty-eight years from now. Nan’s tours mention
various other fires breaking out over the years before the Big One hit. The
palace may be built from glass and iron, but the wooden floors running its
length were a tinderbox just waiting for a careless brazier to ignite.
“Mind your back,” warns a workman.
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Joe and Bertie step aside to let him past carrying a large lion-skin rug, the
lion’s face seeming to leer at Joe as it passes.
“Take the lion to the inner chamber and lay it in front of the altar,” booms
Owen Jones, the designer of much of the Crystal Palace’s interiors. He’s a big
bear of a man with a black beard and a melodious Welsh voice.
“Very good, Mr Jones,” the workman replies, joining the hive of activity
beyond the rope.
“Maybe we can get Blondin’s attention.” Bertie waves his crutch in the air.
But the only member of the party looking their way is Mr Grove, and he’s
searching over their heads for their royal guest. Suddenly, he nudges Owen
Jones, sending a ripple of nudges through the group.
An entourage approaches, impressive as anything in the palace; six guards
in full Persian military regalia with bejewelled swords at their sides. In their
midst is the Shah of Persia. His tall hat is decorated with an ostrich feather.
Pinned to his breast, a dazzling blue jewel catches the light like a teardrop
from the Crystal Palace. A small crowd of onlookers follow, excited to have a
royal visit thrown into the price of their ticket.
Mr Grove pulls aside the rope and bows deeply.
“Your Majesty, a marvellous splendid honour to welcome you to the Crystal
Palace.”
“Forgive me,” the shah replies, “I am not scheduled to visit until tomorrow,
but I could not wait. I so want to see your replica of my nation’s city of
Nineveh.”
“Marvellous. And may I introduce you to the architect of the work, Mr
Owen Jones, who has devoted himself to the study of Assyrian architecture
and spared no pains to recreate every fragment of ornament and detail.”
“An honour, Your Majesty.”
“The honour is mine.” The shah surveys the Court with wonder. “Our
ancient city was destroyed by an army of Babylonians six hundred years
before Christ. However, were it to rise again from the desert sands it would
surely look exactly like the replica you have painstakingly created. And I
speak as an enthusiastic painter myself.”
Owen Jones beams. “You do me a great kindness. We have done our best to
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capture the spirit of the ancient Assyrians.”
As they talk, Joe lingers near the elbow of Mr Grove, trying to catch
Blondin’s eye whilst avoiding the hard stare of the nearest Royal Guard who
evidently dislikes urchins near the royal personage. Finally, Iris’s downcast
eyes glance up. She pokes her tongue out at Joe. He responds in kind and is
glad when she actually cracks a smile and skips over to the rope.
“Moronic boys. Can I help you?”
Joe can’t help laughing at her blatant rudeness.
“Yeah, actually. Any chance you can get us your papa’s autograph?” Her
scowl returns so Joe quickly adds, “And yours too, the new ‘Little Wonder.’”
Iris twirls a ringlet. “If you insist.”
“Anyone got a pen?”
Bertie fetches a fountain pen from his satchel and hands it to Iris along
with his poster. “Here we are.”
“What are you moronic boys called?”
“I’m Joe. This is Bertie.”
“Joe, turn around.”
Ordinarily Joe wouldn’t let himself get bossed around by someone half his
age but he lets her lean on his back and sign the posters.
Mr Grove waves over Joe’s head at a gentleman approaching.
“Marvellous. Here’s Sir Henry Majoure who is on our board of directors
for the Crystal Palace Company.”
Sir Henry wears his power like a second skin. He walks with an ivory
tipped cane carved into the head of a bird of prey, emulating his own hawkish
features. His overcoat has a fur collar despite the heat, as if he feels some
unknown cold.
The Shah turns to greet the new arrival.
“Sir Henry, thank you for your personal invitation to visit the Crystal Palace.
I understand you generously funded the restoration work after the terrible
fire.”
Sir Henry bats away the compliment with a gloved hand and replies in a
voice of pure silk;
“What is wealth if not to resurrect the magical wonders of the past?”
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“A worthy sentiment,” agrees the shah as Sir Henry’s eagle eyes fix on his
jewelled brooch.
“I believe you wear one such magical wonder. The Star of Nimrod.”
The shah’s fingers caress the jewel. “You know your sacred stones.”
“I dabble in mystical objects. A harmless pastime.”
“One of the treasures of Nineveh,” declares Owen Jones, “belonging to
Nimrod, first king of Assyria and founder of Nineveh.”
But the shah’s attention moves behind Owen Jones.
“I believe I see another star, one in human form. The Great Blondin
himself!”
The small Frenchman skips forward, spotting Joe and Bertie and giving
them a wink.
The shah claps his hands with delight.
“I felt like a child again when I heard my visit to England would coincide
with a performance from the Great Blondin. And is this lady your daughter?”
“Yes. May I introduce ma fille cherie, le Petit Wonder.”
Iris gives the shah a curtsy before handing her papa the pen and posters
to sign, gesturing Joe and Bertie with her thumb. Blondin happily obliges,
signing the first poster as the shah addresses Iris.
“I hear you quite literally follow in your father’s footsteps on the tightrope.”
Iris sticks out her chin. “I fear nothing.”
The shah applauds, but Sir Henry Majoure says to Iris in an icy tone, “Sadly,
I fear you won’t be performing at the Crystal Palace, young lady.”
“Says who?” snaps Iris.
Mr Grove interjects with diplomacy, “Sir Henry, with respect you did
express reservations about hosting Mr Blondin’s performance. However,
the rest of the board of director’s agreed it would be most thrilling. And
lucrative.”
“If the Crystal Palace, a place of enlightenment, is to host circus acts so
be it. But a father risking his daughter for thrills is a reckless and aimless
endangerment of life.”
Blondin lowers the pen before he can sign the second poster, placing a
protective hand on his daughter’s shoulder.
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“Your concern for my daughter is appreciated, sir, but misplaced.”
“What you are permitted to do in Paris or America is not permitted in
England. As a devoted father myself, I would never endanger my daughter.”
“I am not endangered. I am Le Petit Wonder!”
Before he can stop himself, Joe finds his mouth leaping to their defence.
“They’re
safe, honestly. Blondin never gets hurt, ever. He’s the best.”
Everyone stares at Joe, Blondin and Iris with surprise, Bertie with admiration.
Sir Henry Majoure stares at Joe with pupils dark as night. Joe drags his
eyes away. Sir Henry’s lips curl.
“Mr Blondin may never have been injured. However, two of his workers in
Dublin were not so fortunate when his rope broke, and the scaffold collapsed.
They fell to their deaths.”
Blondin’s face darkens. Joe thinks hard, remembering there had been an
accident in Dublin.
“Zat was not Papa’s fault,” declares Iris with angry tears welling up.
“The magistrate found the fault lay with the rope manufacturer,” adds Mr
Grove. “Mr Blondin was blameless.”
Sir Henry sniffs. “Be that as it may, there have been letters to the newspapers
demanding this girl does not perform.”
From Sir Henry’s tone, Joe’s certain he’s behind the letters, the man is clearly
used to getting his own way no matter what.
“I have received word from my personal friend, the home secretary.” Sir
Henry smirks. “Her Majesty’s government will not allow the child to perform.”
“Ah.” Mr Grove turns to Blondin. “I fear that puts a different perspective
on things.”
“But Papa…” Iris’s words falter as Blondin gives her a sad smile.
“Mon cheri…”
Iris’s floodgates almost open but defiant to the last, she isn’t going to cry in
front of others. Iris storms off. Blondin follows, quickly handing Bertie the
posters as he passes.
As Iris pushes past Joe, he finds himself backing into Sir Henry.
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Sir Henry glares daggers and shoves Joe with his ivory cane.
Joe stumbles.
His skateboard clatters to the wooden floor.
His clenched fist opens. The compass Joe’s gripped since arriving in the
past falls and rolls away.
Joe drops down to grab it.
Reaches out.
The shoe of a passer-by kicks the compass.
It skids across the floor, lost among crowds of feet.
Joe’s stomach flips.
No compass, no way of getting home.
Bertie calls his name, but Joe has no time to answer. Crouching low, he
rushes into the crowd, searching left and right at patent leather shoes and the
hems of bustling dresses. The wooden floors are designed with gaps between
floorboards. If the compass falls between them …
There it is!
Joe dashes forward.
He pushes people aside, ignoring indignant complaints.
He gets to the compass, but …
A lady passes over it.
Her dress sweeps up the compass.
It disappears under the hem.
Heart in his mouth, Joe runs after her, not taking his eyes off the floor in
case the compass comes loose.
The lady pauses to admire the siren’s fountain where multi-coloured birds
merrily sing in an olive tree.
Nobody takes any notice of Joe.
He gets as close as he can behind her.
Drops down pretending to tie his shoelace.
Instead, he gently lifts the pleated hemline of her dress to peer underneath.
“You can get arrested for that, sneaking a peek at a lady’s ankle.”
Joe drops the dress and jumps up, finding himself face to face with the boy
who’d sold them Blondin’s poster.
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“I wasn’t!”
“You say so. Ankle peeper.” The boy’s mocking blue eyes stand out against
his tanned skin.
“I don’t care about ladies’ ankles,” Joe insists as the lady moves away.
Revealing the compass.
It teeters on the edge of a gap in the floorboards.
Joe lunges.
Just as his fingers are about to wrap around the compass…
It tilts .…
Falls …
And disappears beneath the palace.
With it any hope of Joe getting back home.
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oe peers through the narrow gap in the floorboards, hoping in vain for
a glimmer of the compass. All he sees is darkness in the pit of the palace.
A queasy feeling spreads.
He’ll never laugh at Dad’s lairy shirts again. Never hear Lauren ‘blah blah
blah’ him or Aaliyah karaoke or Nan tell a ghost story or the twins burp the
national anthem or get a feast from Uncle Tyrell or a snuggle from Auntie
Salma—
“Joe!”
The familiar voice seems far, far away. Bertie hobbles over, carrying Joe’s
skateboard as fast as his crutch will allow, face full of concern.
“Why did you run away from me?” He waves the posters. “Blondin signed
my poster, but not yours I’m afraid. Why exactly are you on the floor …?”
“I’ve lost it,” Joe mumbles.
“You’ve lost it?” Bertie repeats slowly. “Lost what exactly?” Bertie’s tone
suggests it might be his mind.
Joe points a shaking finger at the floorboards. “My compass.”
“What? Oh no, that’s totally terrible news. I have a compass, it belonged to
Great Uncle Sidney. You’re welcome to it if you like.”
Bertie’s heartfelt offer sends a throb of comfort through Joe’s despair. He
smiles weakly. “It’s not the same.”
“No, of course not, silly of me. Well, perhaps we can …” Bertie’s eyes
cast around for inspiration before lighting up with a cunning plan. “We can
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borrow a fishing rod from Father’s shop, attach a magnet to the end and we
can dangle it through the gap until it picks up the compass!”
Joe rises on legs of lead. “It’ll never work.”
“Perhaps, but you never know until you try, do you?”
Ludicrous as Bertie’s idea sounds it may be Joe’s only option, even though
his track record seizing a prize from a claw-grabbing amusement arcade
game was abysmal. This time he’d be trying it blind.
“There’s probably loads of lost things down there.”
“No, there ain’t, Ankle Peeper.”
The blue-eyed lad leans on his broom.
“What do you mean?” asks Joe, ignoring the ankle-peeping taunt.
“I mean everything falling under the floors gets cleared up by the master
sweeps whose number includes none other than yours truly.”
He hooks his thumb into his braces.
“You mean you can get down there? You can get my compass?”
“It’s worth a lot then, is it? This compass of yours?”
Joe hesitates, seeing visions of the lad going down there and getting it for
himself or demanding an extortionate payment to help.
“I told you I don’t have any money.”
“I gave you my farthing.” Bertie scowls.
The lad takes an indignant step back. “I didn’t ask for no money, did I?”
“No, sorry.” Joe’s desperate not to offend his chance of getting back the
compass.
“I was only offering to help, that’s all.” The lad starts turning away.
“Wait, please.” Joe grabs his shoulder. The lad gives Joe’s hand a hard stare.
Joe quickly removes it. “Please help me.”
“You must need that compass pret-ty bad.”
“Like you wouldn’t believe.”
“Okey-dokey.” He turns and walks off towards the back of the North
Transept.
Joe and Bertie chase after, Bertie hissing to Joe, “I don’t trust him.”
“What choice have I got?”
“There’s always the fishing rod and magnet.”
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The lad stops at a spiral staircase leading up to the gallery levels. The
staircase also leads down beneath the palace, a chain pulled across the top
step with a sign saying, ‘Private.’ The lad pulls across the chain and passes
onto the staircase. Before Joe can follow, he clips the chain back and says
with a cocky wink. “Staff only.”
“I’m coming with you.” Before the lad has a chance to get all offended again
Joe adds, “Four eyes are better than two.”
“S’pose.”
“And six eyes are better still,” declares Bertie, but the lad points at his crutch.
“You can’t be clambering down there, believe me.”
Bertie scowls as if believing him was the last thing he’d do. Joe pats his arm.
“We won’t be long. And listen, I need your help up here to show us exactly
where my compass fell. We’ll shout up when we think we’re in the right area.
You call down and your voice will help guide us.”
Bertie’s eyes brighten. “Ooo! I’ve a better plan! I’ll find some string, or
perhaps a long stick, dangle it through the gap in the floorboards and show
you where the compass fell!”
“Great plan.”
“I know!” Bertie leans in and whispers, “Be careful down there. I’ll be right
up here if you need me.”
“Thanks. I know you’ve got my back.”
“Got your back,” says Bertie, enjoying the phrase before glancing down at
the floorboards. “You are coming back, aren’t you?”
“Damn right, ‘cos you’re looking after this.” Joe hands him his skateboard.
Bertie grins from ear to ear.
“An honour! And when you return, with the compass,” he adds firmly, “we’ll
find Blondin and get your autograph.”
Despite the turmoil inside, Joe can’t help smiling at the optimism of his
new friend, sincerely hoping his prediction is right.
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oe’s trainers clump down the iron, spiral staircase following the lad
into the depths of the palace. Is this how the compass ends up lost in
the first place? Dropped into the belly of the palace where it stays until
everything burns down on top of it fifty years from now, only to be discovered
eighty years on by Joe?
If so, I’m well and truly stuck in the past.
The staircase stops in a wide corridor running off in the distance in both
directions. Huge pipes, like the palace’s intestines, are bolted to the walls and
ceiling. Bustling in and out of countless doors through pools of light from
oil lamps are scullery maids, cooks, kitchen porters, master carpenters. They
remind Joe of the hard work of swan’s feet feverishly paddling underwater
so the swan can glide gracefully above.
“Welcome to my office!” The lad waves his arms around. “Paxton’s tunnel.
Goes the whole length of the palace. All the nuts and bolts keeping the place
together are down here: nine furnaces, fourteen kitchens for the twelve
restaurants, fifteen sculleries to wash the quarter of a million plates we’ve
got, plus all the storerooms with food to feed the thousands.” The proud way
the lad reels off his knowledge reminds Joe of Nan.
A side door opens. Two men in sooty overalls emerge carrying sacks. One
has a weather-beaten face grimed with smoke. His menacing red-rimmed
eyes fix on Joe.
“New recruit?” he growls.
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The lad scratches his chin. “We’ll see if he’ll cut the mustard and join the
master sweeps.”
“If not, I’ll find a use for him.” The man steps threateningly towards Joe,
holding out his sack and giving it a slow hard shake. Joe gulps, unsure whether
he plans for Joe to carry the sack or end up inside it. The man breaks into a
gravelly chuckle.
“This one needs to lighten up if he’s gonna survive down here.”
The lad laughs along. “Don’t worry, Mr Grimes. I’ll break him in.”
Hauling the sack over his shoulder Mr Grimes turns down the corridor.
“Give your Aunty Doll my best.”
“Will do, Mr Grimes.”
Joe gives the lad a dirty look. He doesn’t appreciate being the butt of
everyone’s joke. This does the trick, the lad switching his mocking sneer to a
friendly grin.
“You got a name?”
“Joe.” He tries not to sound too sulky.
“Elias. Pleasure to meet you, Joe. So, Joe. You dropped your compass by
the Fountain of Sirens, right?”
“I didn’t drop it. It was knocked out of my hand. But yeah, it fell just next
to the fountain.”
“Knocked, dropped, whatever. So, come on, Joe, let’s go!”
Off they set down Paxton’s Tunnel.
A few hundred paces in, Elias stops at a metal ladder fixed to the wall leading
to a wooden hatch two metres up. Elias scampers up the ladder holding onto
his broom, opens the hatch and climbs inside. Joe wonders whether to follow.
Elias’s head pops back through the hatch.
“You coming or what?”
“I’m coming. I’m coming.”
The hatch leads into a long low expanse of space just high enough for Joe to
stand up with his head bent. Elias is short enough to manage upright. They’re
directly underneath the palace floorboards. Chattering voices reverberate
from above. Shafts of light shine through regular gaps in the floorboards
whilst every fifteen paces iron grates enable glimpses of feet walking to and
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fro. Specks of dust dance from above find their way to Joe’s nose. He gives a
loud sneeze.
“Oy!” cries Elias. “You saying down here’s dirty? You saying us master
sweeps, ain’t doing our job?”
“No.” Joe’s actually surprised how free it is from dust and debris.
“I’m pulling your leg. Lighten up a bit.”
“I will when I have my compass back.”
“Y’know your problem?”
“Yep, I’ve lost my compass.”
“Stop fretting, have a bit of faith.”
Before he can tell Elias where to stick his faith, and his broom, Joe cracks
his head on a crossbeam.
“Oh yeah, and mind yer head!” Elias giggles, scampering off.
Joe follows, rubbing his head and cursing under his breath.
The under-floor is supported by thick red brick walls dividing the space
into lanes running the length of the palace. The air is surprisingly cool, a
gentle breeze blowing against Joe’s hot cheeks. They come to an arch in the
brick wall, nipping through to the next lane. Elias bangs a metal pipe with
his broom.
“They feed water from the North Water Tower to your fountain, so it’s easy
to find the right spot. We find all sorts down here.”
“I’m not surprised with all these gaps in the floorboards,” replies Joe ruefully.
“Palace couldn’t run without them gaps.”
“How do you mean?”
“They keep the whole place cool. Let’s face it, it’s a giant greenhouse. But
air flows under the floor, up between the gaps, getting drawn up by warm air
pressure from the louvres.”
“The what?”
“Louvres, vents up in the roof of the palace opened up to let the stale air
escape, drawing up cool air from down here. Without it, we wouldn’t only
have the temples of Ancient Egypt, we’d have the weather too.”
“Right.” Joe’s impressed at Elias’s technical knowledge of the Crystal Palace’s
pioneering air conditioning.
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“What I don’t know about the Crystal Palace could be scribbled on me
fingernail. Soon I’ll be too big to work the under-floor,” says Elias, stretching
his neck anticipating a growth spurt at any moment. “Then I’ll join the Navvie
crew repairing the iron frame, replacing the glass, keeping it ship shape, just
like my dad did.”
“What’s does he do now? Your dad?”
“Not a lot. He’s dead.”
Joe stops at this blunt revelation, but Elias doesn’t drop his pace.
“Sorry,” Joe offers, catching him up.
“Why? Did you cause the storm that blew him off the roof?”
Elias manages a grin but can’t hide the sadness in his bright blue eyes. “My
old man was a Navvie. Comes from Navigators, they dug the canals and
railways all over England. He was a Cornishman, from Truro, came here like
thousands to build the Eighth Wonder of the World.” Elias looks around with
pride at the monument to his father’s endeavour. “In fact, he helped lay the
palace’s foundation pillar in a big grand ceremony with Paxton himself.”
“I’ve seen a photo of that!” Joe’s mind goes straight to the fading black and
white picture Nan had shown off to her tour group. “In fact, my …” Joe halts;
he can’t reveal his Great-Great-Grandad had been there too.
“What?”
“Er, my nan. She’d love to meet you. She loves this place.”
“Sounds my kinda lady. With the palace built, my old man lost his roaming
bug and settled down, joining the crew what keep her in all her glory. And
one day, soon, I will too. The hoity-toity folk have their posh palaces. But
this is our palace. For the people.”
Elias thumbs his braces proudly as voices carry from above.
“What would your brother do if he found out?”
“Damn him, Christabel. I love you!”
Elias nudges Joe.
“You would not believe some of the stuff we overhear down here!”
“I bet.”
As they resume their journey, Joe tunes his ears to snippets of conversation
above.
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“Don’t blame me Stanley, you had the map…”
…
“Mother, I’m huuuungry…”
…
“Look! A hippopotamus!”
…
“There’s the diamond on the shah’s brooch.”
The last sentence prompts Joe to pause, neck craning so his ears are closer to
the floorboards.
“Impressive,” replies a man with an American accent. “I hear he never takes it
off, only at night when it’s protected by his elite guard.”
An oily nasal South London voice replies, “So, you’re saying it can’t be done?”
“Don’t recall saying that. Anything can be taken, for a price.”
“Money is no problem.”
“Really? I hear money is a problem these days for your employer.”
“You hear wrong.”
“Excellent. Not that I’m doing it for the money. That is, not just the money. Life’s
dull without a challenge.”
Joe tries peering up through the gap in the floorboards to see their faces
but can only make out a pair of black riding boots.
Elias cuts back with a questioning look. Joe puts his fingers to his lips,
pointing upwards as the American says, “I have an idea.”
“Care to share?”
“No. Let’s just say when the shah is looking up, we’ll make the switch right under
his nose.”
“The guards?”
“Won’t see a thing.”
Elias rests his broom against the wall. The twigs disturb fresh dust. Particles
float through the air.
Straight up Joe’s nostrils.
Before he can catch the sneeze it erupts. Echoing like a gunshot.
Joe curses himself under his breath, peering up in case the men heard.
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Their voices fall silent.
Riding boots disappear from view.
They’ve gone.
Joe and Elias heave a sigh of relief.
Suddenly an angry eye appears in the gap in the floorboards.
Staring right at them.
In his panic, Joe straightens, banging his head on the struts. He yelps.
Elias grabs Joe’s collar and drags him away from the angry eye to the next
archway, pausing to catch their breath.
“He saw us!” Joe hisses.
“So what?”
“So what? Did you hear what they were saying?”
“Something about the shah and switching—”
“Exactly! They’re planning to steal a diamond from the Shah of Persia.”
Back along the lane, where they were eavesdropping, Joe half expects to see
the plotting thieves chasing them.
“I told you, you worry too much.” Elias pats Joe on the back. “They can’t
get down here.”
Joe nods, now glad for their long winding journey underneath the palace.
“Come on, let’s get my compass and get out of here.”
Above their heads the palace band strike up their lunchtime concert. Over
the music Joe catches the sharp clanging sound of metal on metal.
“You hear that?”
“Ha! Someone needs to tune their triangle!”
But Joe’s eyes narrow, looking back to where they heard the men plotting.
“Someone’s forcing open a grate in the floor.”
“Nah, they wouldn’t …”
CRASH!
A grate clatters down into the under-floor.
A pair of black riding boots drop down after.
Joe and Elias turn to each other and simultaneously cry, “RUN!”
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UN!”
To escape the thieves, Joe and Elias dive through the arch into
the next lane of the palace under-floor.
Ahead lies the sunken stone basin of the Fountain of Sirens. A stick dangles
down between the gap in the floorboards waggling backwards and forwards.
“Bertie! He’s showing us where the compass fell.”
Sure enough, a shaft of light shines through the floorboards catching the
compass.
“There’s no time to get it,” cries Elias running in the other direction as
riding boots thunder towards them.
Going for the compass risks getting caught.
But if he doesn’t grab it now, Joe risks getting stuck in the past forever.
The black booted man appears in the archway. He carries a jemmy in one
hand and a riding whip in the other, wearing a smile that sends shivers through
Joe. Instinctively, Joe grabs Bertie’s stick poking through the floorboards in
the vain hope it will offer protection.
“Hello?” cries Bertie from above. “Is that you down there, Joe?”
With no time to reply Joe dashes to grab the compass. Just as his fingers
reach out …
CRACK.
Smiler’s whip sends the compass spinning into the air, landing out of Joe’s
reach. Smiler makes no move, watching Joe with the deadly grinning curiosity
of a cat with its paws on the tail of a helpless mouse.

“
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If Joe runs for the compass, Smiler will whip it away again and undoubtedly
catch him.
The compass is safe where it is—unlike me if I don’t leg it.
Smiler cries after the fleeing Joe, “You can’t run, boy.”
Elias is nowhere to be seen. Without his guide, Joe’s lost in the under-floor
at the mercy of Smiler. Suddenly a voice cries, “What you dawdling for?”
Elias waits through another archway, holding open an escape hatch. “This
way, up through the School of Music.”
Joe didn’t know the Crystal Palace had a School of Music, but this isn’t the
time for a Q&A with his guide. He dives after Elias, slamming the hatch shut.
Another spiral staircase leads to a landing. Elias tries the door. “Locked.”
Boots stomp on stairs below.
The pair run up another level.
Try the next door.
It opens.
They stumble into a dark rehearsal room.
Heavy curtains are drawn but the room resounds with music played by a
girl sat at a grand piano. She has her back to them and doesn’t seem to notice
their intrusion, not dropping a note.
Elias runs towards the double doors. Joe grabs his arm, pointing at the
curtains, the perfect hiding place. Elias frowns but follows Joe, both ducking
behind, holding their breath, listening.
The girl continues playing piano.
The door slams open.
Footsteps hit the parquet floor.
Joe prays Smiler and his accomplice will cross the room and exit through
the double doors.
Instead the piano stops.
Silence.
Joe’s heart beats so loudly he’s sure they’ll hear beyond the curtain.
Finally, the girl asks in a self-assured voice, “Can I help you?”
An American voice politely replies, “Excuse us, little lady, did you happen
to see two young fellas run through here?”
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Before the girl can speak, Smiler snorts dismissively, “Course she didn’t see,
she’s bloody blind.”
That’s why she hadn’t bothered opening the curtains.
“Come on, the little rats must’ve scurried this way,” snarls Smiler.
“Apologies for the intrusion,” offers the American, “and his manners.”
Footsteps hurry. The double doors swing shut.
Elias gives Joe a wink, gesturing to hide for a few seconds more, just to be
certain, when the girl says, “You can come out now.”
Neither Joe nor Elias make a move.
“I know you’re behind the curtain. I might have told those men had they
been a little politer.”
Joe steps out. The girl now sits facing them on the piano stool. Her eyes
are hidden behind round sunglasses black as her eyebrows, which together
make her pale skin seem ghostly white.
“How did you know we’re here if you can’t see us?” asks Joe.
“I can smell you both,” she replies in a tone suggesting this isn’t a compliment.
“Hey!” snaps Elias, stepping out too. “What you implying? I had a bath last
Wednesday.”
“Really? Smells more like last Monday but I’ll take your word for it.”
Elias’s mouth drops with indignation. Joe enjoys Elias being on the
receiving end of a roasting.
“And you,” she continues, tilting her head towards Joe and twitching her
nose. “You smell like my Great Aunt Maude. Fragranced and creamed.”
Joe’s grin falters at having his odour compared to an old lady, but figures
his soap, shampoo, and Lynx body spray must smell pretty unusual a hundred
and thirty years ago.
“Thanks for covering for us, I mean helping us,” Joe adds in case ‘covering’
isn’t a familiar phrase.
“Any particular reason they’re chasing you?”
“Good question, Joe. What was all that?”
“Didn’t you hear?” Joe whispers. “They’re planning to steal a diamond from
the Shah of Persia.”
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“Steal a diamond?” The girl jumps up excitedly. “I’m blind by the way, not
deaf. We should go to the police.”
“Oy, since when did you join our ‘we’?”
“Since I became a witness,” she replies sharply, prompting Elias to retort,
“A witness sees something, you didn’t, not being funny.”
“Correct,” she replies with defiance. “But I could pick out their voices from
a thousand people, not being funny.”
Elias whistles, impressed. “And you got a look at them, didn’t you?”
Joe throws his hands in the air; no way can he get caught up with foiling a
diamond heist. “One of them, but listen, I just need to get my compass and
get home.”
The girl’s eyebrows knit together. “You need a compass to get home?
Curious. Where exactly do you live?”
Elias raises a brow. “Yeah, good question. Where are you from?”
Joe ignores the question. “We need to get back down there.”
“Your compass is going nowhere.”
Nor am I without it. But before Joe can argue, the double doors burst open.
Joe and Elias jump, fearing the men have returned. They relax as a slender
boy enters the rehearsal room. He carries a violin case and wears a widebrimmed felt boater over his soft Afro waves. Giving Joe and Elias a quizzical
look, he says drily, “Umm, Winnie, are we now playing in a quartet?”
“Good question, Sam. Do you two happen to play an instrument?”
“I’m pretty mean on the spoons,” Elias boasts, thumbing his braces.
“Sam, a spoon solo would certainly make your next composition quite
unique.”
Sam’s elegant fingers stroke his chin. He may be actually considering the
idea, but Joe has bigger things to worry about and asks, “Did you see two men
out there?”
Sam’s wide eyes blink rapidly. “Ohhhhh, so you two must be the boys
they’re looking for. A downbeat man with a very creepy smile is offering a
guinea for your whereabouts.”
“A guinea?” Winnie exclaims. “If I’d known, I’d have given you up.”
Elias whistles. “For a guinea I might give myself up.” He catches Joe’s serious
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expression. “Come on, you and me best get outta the palace ‘til the coast’s
clear.”
“But my compass—”
“Will still be there later when the palace closes. That’s when my master
sweeps clear up. They’ll help us find it. Or you can chance your luck on your
own.”
Joe is sorely tempted. But, knowing his luck, reluctantly concludes he’s
more chance of success with help.
“Don’t worry, I know how to get us out of the palace with no chance of
bumping into our unwanted friends.”
“Fine.”
“Pleasure’s all mine.”
“Sorry, thanks.”
“Okey-dokey, we’ll leave you to your rehearsal. Maybe we’ll see each other
again ….” As the words come out Elias remembers Winnie can’t see. “I mean,
that is to say…”
Winnie cracks her knuckles. “Take your foot out of your mouth. You’ll
need it for your getaway. And next time we see each other, we’ll have to hear
your spoons.”
“Mmmm,” murmurs Sam. “A rhapsody on spoons….”
Elias grins. “I’ll make sure I bring ‘em.”
They laugh. Except Joe. Joe rubs his temples, hard. It’s a matter of time
before Dad wonders where he’s got to. He just needs to keep his head down,
get back the compass, and get home. What could possibly go wrong?
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